


KNOW YOUR A.D.F.A. (1) 
Although the organisation of Australian Dried Fruits growers (The A.D.F.A.) is probably unique any

where in the world in its conception, formation and applicatiori, it is surprising how many grower-members of 
The A.D.F.A. know little about it. This may be due to some extent to the smooth efficient manner in ·which 
The A.D.F.A. functions, whereby the best brains arid the greatest ability which the Dried Fruits Industry has to 
offer are utilised. In ·other words growers have been content to place their affairs in capable hands and leave it 
at that. On the other hand grower-members have no excuse whatso~ver for not knowing how and why their own 
organisation functions, for there are Branch meetings which should be attended regularly when- full progress in
formation of the Association's development and work is available. There are numerous booklets printed by The 
A.D.F.A. and issued to growers, and there has always been the columns of this journal which have been packed 
with news. 

With the new format Of The "Australian Dried Fruits News" it is proposed to reserve this inside cover of 
each issue for information on the constitution and policy of 'The A.D.F.A. Grower-members should read it care
fully and use the knowledge whenever discussing A.D.F.A. matters at Branch meetings, Pistrict Councils, State 
Conferences and at meetings of the Association's parliament-Federal Council. 

Composition of The A.D.F.A. 

A.D.F.A. growers are ·organised in Branches where internal affairs are mainly di::fcussed. 
Branches - appoint representatives to District Councils where matters of wider issue are usually 

handled and decided. 
State Conferences are composed of representatives -of District Councils so that State-wide matters may 

be dealt with. -'---

State Conferences appoint delegates to Federal Cou neil-the paraniount body in The A.D.F . .A.. 
FOOeral Council appoints an executive body as the Board of Management to ensure that its policy and 

decisions are efficiently and accurately cal"''ied out. 
The Board of Management, being r-esponsible to Federal Council, appoints a permanent, full time, paid 

Chief Executive Officer (the General Secretary) and Head Office staff to ensure that its interpretation of policy 
and instructions concerning the multitudinous matters handled by it are correctly and_ speedily performed. 

This brief survey may be appreciated more fully from a glance at the accompanying chart. 

Branches 

District Councils 

State Conferences 

Federal Council 

Bo·ard of Management 

General Secretary 

In the next issue the functions of Branches and CoUncils will be further explained. 

A SULTANA IDYLL 
Our cover picture shows the happier side of grape picking. Certainly those who .form the "idyll" are not 

uidle"; in fact, they represent the "i.deal" picker. The ladies have pr.oved, season after season, to be competent 
fruit pickers, and remain attractive at the same time. 

Labour, particularly at harvest time, is one of the serious problems of the Dried Fruits Industry. With only 
some six or seven weeks in which to garner the vulnerable fruits before autumn weather brings damaging rain, men 
and women, (and more men and women), are needed to assist in the picking and carrying out of other harvesting 
jo·bs. 

But where are the men in the picture? Are they dipping? 
naturally modest they must be hiding behind the vines! 
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Are they spreading? Surely not? Being 
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WHAT OF THE SUBSIDIES? 

In February of last year, just twelve months ago, a meeting of some seven hundred growN·s in Mildura 
stated a sound case, through the Board of Management to the Minisfer for Commerce and Agriculture, for a subsidy 
of £15 per ton on 1950 season ex.ports to the United Kingdom as a means of assisting growers who had suffered 
financial losses due to the series of adverse seasons caused by weather conditions. The Minister was sympathetic, 
so much so that he ordered an immediate investigation of the Industry by the Bureau of Agricultul'al Economics 
on which a case could be presented to F'ederal Gabinet. 

Weather conditions subsequent to the 1950 harvest did not improve, and by May it was clearly s-een that 
unless gr;owers incurred additional expenses in dehydration and extra treatment, many thousands 'Of tons of 
fruit would be lost as Dried Fruits. A request for special governnlep.t assistance to coVer the extra costs of 
salvaging was addressed to the Minister; &nd once again the Minister acted promptly by deputing his Chief Fruit 
Supervi&or, Mr. F. Colby, to visit the producing areas and examine the position first-hand, At the same time the 
Board of Management sought financial aHsistance from the Government to the extent of an assessed £150,000 to 
cover the salvage costs. -

The best part of a year has slipped by without any result, and .growers are concerned that they are no nearer 
being reimbursed for their salvaging outlay. Also, they still await the Federal Government's decision regarding 
the export subsidy, -

The Bureau's report has been submitted to the Minister and it is realised that it will be invaluable to the 
Government and the Industry in regard to future· developments of production and marketing. The Minister con
siders that decisions on both claims depend on the findings in this report, but the report has not yet ·been released 
for publication, and, therefore, remains nebulous to those most interested. It is realised that the export subsidy 
must necessarily await the release of the"'report after it has been considered by Federal Cabinet, but it is felt that 
government financial assistance to reimburse growers who salvaged their rain-damaged fruit to provide urgently 
needed Dried Fruits for our markets is not dependent on any general survey of the financial and other circum
stances ·of the Industry. The request for reimbursement of salvage costs- would have been made even if a survey 
had not been undertaken. It is an expense applicable to a season recorded as the worst in the history -of the 
Dried Fruits Industry. 

And so, what of the Subsidies? Are they to await the release of a report, certain aspect~ of which are 
rapidly becoming outdated, ·or will the Federal Government decide at once in favour of the salvage claim? The 
Minister has been asked to review his present assessment -of the situation and give an early decision. 

THE NEW "NEWS" 

With the .first issue of the "Australian Dried Fruits News" f-or 1951, readers will find that it is presented in 
a more attractive form designed to give news and comments with greater clarity. 

The "News'' has, aince its inception, pel·formed the important function of informing growers of the develop
ment and progress of the .Australian Dried Fruits Industry and the part it plays, with other producing countries, 
i~ providing the countries of the world with food. 

The "News'' was brought into being to provide the grower with a way of learning matters "Of interest 
concerning his Industry. It was OTiginated as, and will continue to -be, a medium for stimulating in growers a desire 
to know their Industry, and to want to help it to continue to function efficiently and to their own immediate and 
ultimate bene-fit. 

While much that appears in this journal will appear to be a chronicle of.past events, growers must realise 
it must be so to the extent that it provides them with the knowledge of what has been done irt the Industry. 
Whether they agTee or disagree with what is being done they have one clear duty-to attend their branch meetings, 
voice their opinions, learn from others and thus o·btain a clear understanding of what is guiding those who are 
responsible;· The gentle art .of ' 1bellyaching" about The A.D.F.A. and the Industry in general is a waste of 
energy, unless it flows through the ·constructive channels provided by The A.D.F.A. 

It is every grower's duty to further and consolidate the intei'ests of his own organisation--The A.D.F.A. 
-and to use what he reads in the "News" to that end. 

On an inner page is a small form. On it y.ou can express your opinion of the new presentation ·of the 
11News." You can also give suggestions to improve it. Why· not_ JISe it? 
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Members of the Board met for three days prior to Federal Council 195Q_...22Qth to 22nJ November-and 
again after the Council meeting ended -on 24th November. There was a full gathering of members. Business con
sidered was:-

Items for Submission to Federal Council 
Considerable time needed to be given to the prepara

tion of the Agenda, particularly to the Board of 
Management report. The report appears on page 9. 
Other items discussed at Federal Council appear also in 
this issue. 

Sulphate of Ammonia 
The views of other primary producers' organisations 

are to be soug·ht to arrange if possible, a joint ap-proach 
to the Federal Government to obtain a reduced price. 

Subsidies 
The notice of Federal parliamentary members repre-

5enting producing areas is. to be brought to the· necessity 
for a resumption of the subsidy on superphosphate and 
a retention . of the subsidy on sulphate of aril.monia. 

Pack Estimates, Season 1950 
Even at this late stage in the season a final pack 

figure cannot be ascertained. Latest estimates show a 
further reduction of 1535 tons since August------,Currants 
52 tons; Sultanas 9~1 tons; Lexias 522 tons. 

Research 
Reports from 'C.S.I.R.O. and The A.D.F.A. Research 

Sub-committee on progress made were considered. These 
reports· and earlier ones are referred to in the Board's 
report to Federal Council. 

Green Ting~ 
The '·Department of Commerce is to be requested to 

allow a more tolerant inspection of lightly tinged fruit 
so that it may be delivered to nacking houses, due to the 
increasing costs of labour and- materials in treating the 
fruit. Members of the GTade Fixing Committee are to be 
kept informed. 

Prices 
The A.D.F.A. Production Costs Committee is to be 

asked to investigate costs of pro<luction fol' Season 1951. 
The Committee is recommended to base its investigations 
on the Bureau of Agricultural Economics cost schedule 
when it is made available by the Federal government. 

Distillery Fruit 
It was felt that direct enqUirY of packing houses would 

best answer the fears expressed by the Red Cliffs branch 
A.D.F.A. concerning the possibility that as a consider
able quantity of. commercial value fruit was not being 
sent to distilleries on the assumption that it was not of 
the re9-uired standard losses to growers were probably 
OCCUrl'lng. 

Shortages of Fruit 
Examination of complaints that dTied fruits were in 

shol't supply in grocers' shops showed that where the 
shortages oceurred they were due mainly to distribution 
problems arising out of railway and wharf strikes, and 
to the extreme scarcity of Seeded Raisins. 

Misleading Press Statements 
The Board could not overlook the misleading press 

statement issued by the Consultative Committee of the 
State Dried Fruits Board, and the resultant comment 
by the Vine F'ruit Growers' Association to the effect that 
the allocation of the 1950 ·crop had resulted in a loss to 
growers of £:230,000. To bring the true position to the 
notice of growers, advertisements were- inserted in 
country newspapers circulating in the major producing 
areas. 

Sydney Wharf Charges 
At the request of The A.D.F.A. the associated shipping 

Companies have agreed to re-classify dried fl'Uits as . 
general carg-o so that wharf handling charges will now 
be 4/1d. instead of 6/4d. per cubic ton. 

Other Decisions 
_ W. H. Johnson & Co. Ltd., Prunes packer, has been 

admitted as an A.D.F.A, affiliated packing house. 
Branches and District Councils will, whenever possible, 

be provided with confidential information concerning the 
Industry. 

As requested by South Australian State Conference, 
levy due to IR.iver Council areas will be paid ·on the basis 
of 4d. per ton to Branches and 2-d. per ton to Council. 

Federal Council Decisions 
The decisions reached by de1egates are reported -else

where in this -issue. The Board, at the meeting after 
Council concluded, decided:-

Pool Receipt's: Existing le-gal opinions and ·other re
ferenc-es_ to the ownership ·of fruit are to be submitted 
to the next meeting. 

Final Account Sales: Packing houses are to be asked 
exactly how pool monies are paid out to growers. 

Commonwealth Sales: Interstate differentials are to be 
calculated for con.sideration at the next meeting. The 
c.i.f. & e. basis of selling Dried Vine Fruits is to continue. 

Publi.city: An investigation of increased publicity for 
the sales ·of dried frgits in A,ustralia is to await the 
result of the 1951 Season crop,and the se~ting of prices. 

At the meeting held in -Mildura on 31st January and 1st February, a l~ng agenda was dealt wLth, the 
rnore important matters being-

Prices. 
Taking into consideration the increased costs of pro~ 

duction, higher freights, c-onstantly rising wages and 
greater costs for -services and processing combined with 
a reduced crop this coming harvest, higher prices were 
decided on which would meet these increased costs. 
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Salvage Fruit 
The Minister for Commerce (Hon. J. McEwen, M.H.R.) 

had verbally intimated that consideration by the Federal 
Government of The A.D.F.k.'s request f.or growers to 
be financially compensated for the extra costs ·Of de
hydration and processing salvage fruit would be con~ 
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sidered when the report of the Bureau of Agricultural 
Ec0110mics on the Dried Fruits Industry was released. 
The Board felt that the c,osts of salvage incuried by 
growers to improve supplies of Dried Fruits to markets 
in a disastrous year should not be regarded as part of 
general losses of the Industry which had been sustained 
through consecutive poor seasons, and that the salvage 
claim &hould be examined by the Federal Government 
Separately from any financial help which . the Industry 
might receive as a result of the Bureau's investigations. 
See this issue's Editol'ia1. 

Subsidy on -Fertilisers 
The Minister for Commerce had advised that little 

hope existed for the re-introduction of the subsidy on 
supel'phosphate in the foreseeable futuTe, but special 
consideration would be given to The A.D.F.A/s request 
f,or the continuance of the subsidy on sulphate of 
ammonia when the subsidy was next reviewed. 

Costs of Production 
The A.D.F.A. 'Cost of Production Committee is to 

examine immediately the effect of the increa-sed and 
increasing costs of Dried Fruits production, and will also 
investigate district yields. The A.D.F.A. branches are 
being approached for ·Opinions concerning growers' 
present-day costs. 

Research 

The A.D.F.A. Research Committee, which is collaborat
ing with C.1S.I.!R.O., submitted a report on the improve
ment of processing methods in packing houses. The 
report referred to investigations into the use of plate 
type magnets, sweat box unloading machines, sand 
extractors, Ti:ffling machines f01·- separating foreign 
matter, non-drip automatic machines for ·Eranol, the 
development of. suction to dispose of stems, etc., and 
the ad,o_ption of ,fibre boxes for packing. 

F.M.I.T. Branch 
Existing A.D.F.A. branches in the F.M.I.T .. area are 

1Sti1l considering the proposal originated •by the Mildura 
District Council that one A.D.F.A. branch should be 
formed in the F.M.I.T. 

Pack Estimates 
Early estimates for Season 1951 showed a likely crop 

of 73,310 tons. Later developments show an unfortunate 
drop. Estimated production by varieties are shown in 
the Production and Marketing section of this issue. 

Cartridges 
Only the "Scal'ebird" type of cartridge will be avail

able. to gJ.'OWers this year accJording ·to an ad vic~ froh1 
the manufacturers. 

Policy of The A.D.F.A. 
As it is felt that closer liaison~ with growers ·could be 

achieved, suggestions are to be sought from the Chairman 
and Secretaries of all A.D.F.A. branches. 

Ownership of Pooled Fruit 
Legal opinions submitted to past Federal Councils have 

been given to Board members to study closely before 
the next meeting. It is believed that the Victorian Dried 
Fruits Board have also obtained opinions on this matter, 
and is to ,be asked whether it would make them available 
to assist the Board of Management. 

Pa"ge Six 

~~wARATAH'' 

FENCING 
PRODUCTS 

THE well-known "Waratah" fencing 

products (wire netting, barbed wire, 

- "Star" steel fence posts, &c.) are 

still maintaining maximum production 

for essential purposes, but it is still neces

sary to restrict wire supplies. 

Distributors of Rylands' "W aratah" 

wire products and their customers may 

be assured that when normal times 

return, full supplies will again be made 

available, a11d in the meantime it will be 

realised that any inconvenience caused 

by the present curtailment of supplies 1s 

sustained in a good cause. 

RYLANDS BROS. 
(Australia) PTY LTD. 

Head Offices: 

422 Little Collins Street, Melbourne 

Wire Mills: Newcastle, N.S.W. 
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The Committee consisting -of Mt•. H. D. Howie ( Chaiit 
man) and Messrs. J. R. Jemison, D. C. ·Winterbottom, 
C; J. Ward, D. E. Barry Wood, A. E. Horne, H. W. 
Newton and A J. Chapman, act in an advisory capacity 
on Tree F'ruits matters to the Board of Management. 
They met in Melbourne on 21st November and considered 
early pack eStimates for Season 1951 and the market 
distribution of the 1950 Season pack (see page -). 
Allocations of Tree Fruits and Prunes for Season 1951 
were deferred, as were prices for overseas· markets. 

At a further meeting, held in Adelaide on 26th JamJ.
ary, a tentative market distribution of this seasoll's pro
duction of Apricots, Peaches, Pears, N ectarin:es and 
Prunes was decided upon. It was recogTiised that there 
was an essential need for these Dried Fruits in ·outback 
areas where fresh fruit cannot be easily obtained. 

Rising Production Costs 
The 1:ecent £1 per week basic wage rise has added to 

these costs, and the recently announced increase <Of 
another 8/- per week is a further burden. These .heavy 
costs have resulted in an alarming decline in the pro
duction of Dried Tree Fruits. 

World Shortage 
Because of world shoTtages for all varieties of Tree 

Fruits and Prunes, demand is heavy and world parity 
prices are such that Australian growers seek similar 
prices f11om the ·Commonwealth market. 

MR. H. D. HOWIE, O.B.E., RE-ELECTED 
CHAIRMAN 

F-or the twenty-eighth successive year Mr. Howie was 
unanimously elected Chairman by members of the Board 
when they met after Federal Council. Mr. Howie, in 
accepting re-appointment, expressed his appreciation of 
the continued con1fidence which members placed in him. 
Members observed that the Association was fortunate 
to have a man of Mr. Howie's experience and ability 
at the head of affairs during the critical seasons through 
which the Industry had passed, 

In being re-elected By Federal CoUncil for a further 
two years, Messrs. Malloch, O'Donnell and Gordon made. 
the following responses. 

Mr. P. Malloch 
"I"- appreciate my 're~electiori to an honourable and 

responsible position. It is a post I have tried to .fill 
during the years to the best of my ability and with 
integrity. I sometimes think that t-he dried fruits takes 
up so much of my time that you might say that I am 
married to it as well. 1 I have a great love for the 
organisation" which has been built up over the last 60 
years, and to me it is a privilege and an honour to be 
associated with it, and to be able to contribute what 
little I can to its success." 

Mr. L. B. O'Donnell 
''I wish to thank you for re-electing me to what is 

in my opinion the most •implortant body in the Dried 
Fruits Industry. I have the honour to be on one or two 
other Boards, but this is the paramount Board-the 
growers' Board-the others are statutory Boards more 
or less under government direction. w.hen you ,are 
elected to the Board of Management of The A.D.·F:A. 
you have the commendation of the growers in the 
Industry. I will do my best •on behalf of the growers 
as a member of the Board." 
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Mr. J. H. Gordon 
"In thanking you for my re-election to the Board, 

I would add that I think that in Mr. Simes we are going 
to have a gopd man; he will fight, and will fight on cost 
of production figures, and once Y01J are up against an 
argument with him, you know you are up against some
thing forcible. I want to take this opportunity of saying 
that I think you should haVe growers eoming on and 
taking their place on the B-oard." 

Mr. R. M. Simes 
Mr. Simes, who was not present at Federal Council, 

is a returned soldier of the First World War and came 
to Barmera, S.A., in 192'2 to· take up an ex-servicemen's 
property. To-day he is the owner of 40 acres of vine
yards. Mr. Simes. brings to the Board a wealth of 
Dried Fruits expei·ience backed by sound technical 

, knowledge, for he is a quaHfied Accountant and Char
tere·d Secretary as well as a grower. He is Chairman 
of the S.A. River Mun:ay Districts Arbitration Committee 
and a member of the Interstate Arbitration Committee 
since 1947; a member of The A.D.F.A. Cost of Pro
duction Committee (since 1942) where he has been 
responsible for most of the detailed preparation and 
analysis of costs; Secretary of the Barmera Co-op.. 
Packing Co. Ltd. (1924); Honorary Secretary of the 
S.A. Dried Fruit Packers and Agents' Association (1937), 
and a member of The A.D.F.A. Vine Fruits and Tree 
Fruits Grade Fixing Committees. He is 54 years old. 
' In replying· to the invitation to become a Board mem-

ber. -Mr. Simes writes:- \ · 
"'I desire to thank you for your letter of 28th 

November, and have much pleasure in accepting the 
appointment -on the Committee -of Management, an<l 
appreciate the confidence in me expressed by Federal 
Council in my election to fill the vacancy." 

Retirement of Mr. J. R. J em is on 
T'he decisi,on by Mr. Jemison not to seek re-election 

this year to the Board of Management has been received 
with regret by The A.D.F.A. in particular and the 
In.Justry in general. Mr. Jemison was first appointed 
to the Board in 1947 and brought with him 
experience as a grower and as Chairman of Ramco Go
operative Ltd. For some years he has been, (and still 
is), a member of the South Australian Dried Fruits 
Board. 

In view of his wide -activities in the Industry, The 
A.D.F.A. has benefited a lot from Mr. Jemison's presence 
on the Board, and it is regrettable that he has now 
decided to retire from it. He has, however, not retired 
from the Industry, and indeed, The A.D.F.A. itself has 
not let him go altogether. He remains a member of the 
Tree Fruits ,Committee. 

OVERSEAS PRICES 

Have you received your copy of The A.D:F.A. 
Booklet covering· Mr. P. Malloch's address to Federal 
Council on the negotiations with the· U.K. l\1:inistry 
of Food for 1951 prices! If not, ask for a copy from 
your -Packing House. 

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU R.EAD THIS 
BOOKLET 
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eO-unci€, 1950 
TWENTY-EIGHTH MEETING HELD IN MELBOURNE 

Twenty-seven grower-delegates together V.:.ith the Board of Management and Agents' r~presentatives 
attended the conference which was held at the Commercial Travellers' Club on 23rd and 24th November. Fifteen 
official visitors were also present. It had been hoped that the Hon. J. Mc:EIWe'n, M.H.R., Minister f.ur Commerce 
and Agriculture, would formally open the conference, but his parliamentary duties precluded him from attending. 
Messrs. W. G. Turnbull, A. R. Downer and J. J. Clark, merribers in the Federal House of Repr•esentatives for 
the producing areas, although invited, could not attend due to the sitting of Parliament. Special visitors who 
attended were Mr. A. V. Lyon, who was due to retire shortly from the position of Officer-in-charge of Merbein 
Research. Stati'On; Mr. E. J. Hudson, a past member of the Board of Management; Messrs. G. J, .Ev~tt, Parker J. 
Moloney, and F. M. McMillan, respective Chairmen of the New South Wales, Victorian and South Australian Dried 
Fruits Boards; Mr. E. J. Mulvany, Economic Advisor of the Export O·ontrol Board; and Mr. W. A .. Blake, Chair
man .0 f the V~ctorian Dried Fruits Distribut_ors' Association. Mr. P. H. Jeffery, .of Sydney, Chairman of the 
Federal Dried Fruits Distributors' Association, was the guest speaker, his address being "Distributi'on of Dried 
Fruits in Australia." 

Chairman 
Cr. J. R. Gordon, of Irymple, was unanimously .elected 

Chairman. T:his is the first occasion that Mr. Gordon 
has occupied the Federal ·Council Chair. He succeeded 
Mr. L. B. O'Donnell, who was Chairman from 1939 to 
1949. Mr. O'Donnell intimated that he was not a can
didate as he was now a member of the Board of 
Management. 

Federal ·council consisted of 
Members of the Board of Management and 

Delegates: Victoria (13)-N. J. Balcombe, L; G. 
Cameron, E. J. Casey, D. W. Cockroft, S. G. Cutler, 
H. V. Davey, J. rR. Gordon, F. T. Hand, W. J. Kirwin, 
J. W. A. Mc·Gregor, A. L. Martin, A. Rawlings, H. 
Youngs. South Australia (8)-A. B. Busbridge, A. J. 
Chapman, F.: R. Francis, R. G. Hallam, H. T. Loxton, 
E. N. Seary, H. H. Stone, R. F. Trott. New South Wales 
(4)-J. W. Bailey, A. E. Horne, W. M. Lo·oney, J. B. 
Primmer. Western Australia (2)~C. H. Sharman, W. 
H. Taylor. 

Agents' Repiesentatives: C. J. Ward and H. W. 
Newton. 

Official Visitors 
Messrs. R. Lawson (Direton), I. H. Thompson (Dare

ton), F. B. P. Harvey (Koorlong), •R. H. Curren (Berri), 
F. E. Hepworth (Renmark), W. Cavendish (Cardross), 
R. E. Seary (Renmark), H. W. Smith (Merbe-in), A. E. 
Hazel (Red Cliffs). R. J. Bradford (Red Cliffs), E. E. 
Lloyd (Nyah), E. W. Lewis (Nyah), E. J. Hudson 
(Yenda), J. V. Seekamp (Renmark), J. Craig (Western 
Australia), F: G. Lloyd (Mildura). 

Election of Committees 
Tree Fruits: The committee acts in an advisory 

capacity to the Board of Management on all tree fruits 
matters. Members elected were J. R. Jemison, A. J. 
Chapman, H. W. Newton, D. C. Winterbottom, D. E. 
Barry W-ood, C. J. Wiard and A. E. Horne. Mr. H. D. 
Howie (Chairman of the Board of Management) is the 
Chaii·man. 

Grade Fixing: Members appointed to The A.D.F.A. 
Vine Grade Fixing Committee were J. A. Rickard* and 
F. Weatherbunl* for Mildura Packers' Association; 
A. S. P. Basey*, W. Malloch and C. Pascoe for Nyah 
and Woorinen; H. H. Stone*, I. F. Hill* and R. M. Simes 
for .S.A. River Packers' Association; D. Farmer and 
T. B. ~R'ake for Non-irrigated A1·eas, .S.A.; C. J. Ward 
for Victorian Agents; H. W. Newton and E. P. Shepherd 
for SOuth Australian Agents; A. G. Watt, J. Lowes and 
James Duff for Western Australian Packers. Those 
names marked * denote that they are members of the 
Central Grading Committee which represents The 
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A.D.F.A. at the gTade fixing meetings called by the 
Department of Commerce.. The Department's meeting 
consists of 3 of their own members, 3 representing State 
Boards (1 member each), 5 members from The A.D.F.A. 
and 1 (non-voting convener) representing the Export 
Control Board, P. Malloch. 

Appointments for the grading of Tree Fruits were 
H. 0. Andison, N. Dyer :i'hd R. M. Simes (convener) 
for 'S.A. River Packers' Association; D. Fanner ( c·-on
vener) and A. L. Zimmerman for Non-irrigated Areas, 
S.A.; C. J. Ward for Victorian Agents; H. W. Newton 
and E. P. Shepherd for South AUstralian Algents. 

Resolution Revision: P. Malloch (convener), E. N.
Seary and L. G. Cameron were re-elected. The com
mittee reviews all res·olutions submitted to Federal 
Council, and ensures their correctness and clarity before 
appearillg in the official minutes. 

Press: Re-elected were J. H. Gordon (convener), A. 
Rawlings, J. R. Jemison and the General Secretary. The 
function of this ·Committee 'is to issue all press state
ments concerning Federal Council decisions. 

Finance: Representatives of all br-ancheS are appointed 
hom growers' delegates and their names are enumerated 
on page 34, where the Assbciation'~ finances are 
reported. 

Board of Management's Report 
A comprehensiVe record of the Board's activities 

during the year was read by Mr. H. D. Howie, Chairman, 
and is reported in full on page 9 of this issue. 

Finance and Stabilisation Reports 
These appear as part of the Associatjon's general 

financial position appearing elsewhere in this issue. 

Board of Management Elections 
Messrs. P. MaUoch, J. H. Gordon and L. B. O'Donnell 

were unanimously ·re~elected for a further two years. 
Mr. <R. M. Simes of Barmera, .S.A., was appointed for two 
years to the vacancy caused by Mr. J. R. Jemison's desire 
not to seek re-election. 

Grower Representation 
Two additional delegates were appointed so that the 

soldier settlements at Robinvale (Vic.) and Loxton (S.A.) 
would be directly represented. 

Distillery Fruit 
For purposes only Of calculating the exp.ort quota any 

dried fruits sold to a distillery and used for distillation 
purposes cannot be jncluded in th~ expol't quota unless 
the Board •of Management authorises such sale. The 
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Board shall only grant such an authority if the fruit 
at the time of delivery to the distillery was fit for human 
consumption. 

Pool Accounts 
The Board of M'anagement is to investigate the 

growers' legal right to all monies rec.eived from A.D.F .A. 
po·ols ori account of Dried Vine Frmt Sales. 

Pool Credits 
No amounts in excess of £1 per ton of pool credits to 

be retained by packers for more than 60 days pending 
finalisation of the pool. 

Interstate Freights 
The. present system of distribution of Dried Fruits to 

Commonwealth markets and resultant costs is to be 
investigated to ascertain whether the non-recoverable 
contl'ibutions by gl'owers can be reduced or eliminated. 
Due and careful regard must, howevel', be given ~to the 
maintenance of or improvement over the existing level 
of consumption of D~ied Fruits in Australia. 

Publicity 
The possibility of initiating a publicity campaign to 

increase Commonwealth sales and raise prices is to be 
investigated by the Board of Management. 

Confidence in Export Control Board 
Delegates expressed full confidence in the members 

of the Commonwealth Dried Fruits Control Board and 
deplored the unwarranted and .. ill-informed attacks made 
upon the Board during the past 'few weeks. The Minister 
for Commerce (Hon. J. McEwen, M.H.R.) has been in
formed of the delegates' views. See special article. 

Increased production,· Season 1951 
The Export Control Board has been requested to 

advise as early as possible the prices fixed f'or export 
markets as a stimulus to growers to dry the largest 
possible tonnage this coming season. · 

Addresses to Delegates 
In addition to Mr. Jeffery's address, informative and 

extremely interesting addresses were given by Mr. 
Malloch and Mr. O'Donnell on their visit overseas. Mr. 
Ward, who had also been to. England, Canada and 
California, spoke on packaging of Dried Fruits in over
seas markets. Messrs. Malloch and O'Donnell's address 
has appeared in booklet form, T\1r. Ward's address is 
printed in this issue, and Mr. Jeffery's comments will 
appear in the next issue. 

Thanks to C. T .A. 
The generous gesture of the Melbourne Commercial 

Travellers' Club in . making available their board room, 
free of charge, for the meeting was sincerely· appreciated. 

SUBMISSION OF BOARD OF MANAGEMENT'S REPORT 
The report, read by M'r. H. D. Howie, O.B.E., Chairman of the Board, reviewed the year's activi~ies and 

is quoted in full. 

It would not be an exaggeration to state that Season 
1950 has been a momentous one in the history of the 
Industry. Growers suffered from another disastrous har
vest which, following on four seaso.ns out of the previous 
five, has caused c-onsiderable financial loss. The year 
has seen the de-control of the p1·ices of Dried Fruits 
on the ·Commonwealth market; the completion by the 
Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics of a 
thorough survey ·of the Industry; an increase of £1 per 
week in the basic wage which cannot fail to have its 
effect on· the costs of pro-duction and the final returns 
to the grower; a welcome Government announcement 
that the Australian £ is not to be appreciate-d, at least for 
the present; c-onsiderable reseal'Ch into processing 
methods in packing houses; and the seeking of Govel'n
ment financial help to provide a subsi·dY on fruit exported 
to the United Kingdom; compensation to growers for 
the a-dditional cost of salvaging rain damaged fruit which 
ordinarily wo.uld have .been lost'; and provision f.or 
~rowers 'who, through no fault of their own, have been 
the victims of succeSsive bad seasons and who require 
a monetary allowance to continue to live until next 
harvest. 

CROP REPORT 
Season 1950. With a Vine Fruits crop which, on a 

conservative estimate last February would have reached 
85,000 tons, it is regrettable to record that once again, 
due to adverse conditions, at and subsequent tu harvest 
time, the, In-dustry will ·be f-ortunate if. it finally packs 
57,000 tons. Such a disaster, following ·on those of 
1945, 1946, 1947 and 1949, has hit growers badly, for 
all had been optimistically hoping that the bumpe1' 
harvest which could be seen this year would go a long 
way to retrieve the losses of the past f.our seasons. The 
loss of 28,000 tons was reflected in a reduction ·of the 
Currant paCk by 2000 tons, of Sultanas by 23,500 tons. 
and of Lexias bY 2500 tons. The latt~r variety shoWed 
a loss of 50% of the -original estimates, and it is re
grettable to record that it is the smallest pack for the 
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last 26 years. The adverse conditions also· resulted in a 
J.owel'ing of grades, so that in comparison with Season 
1949 (which, in itself, was a poor one), the results have 
been extremely disappointing. 

Tree Fruits Production was again disappointing, all 
varieties, excepting Prunes, showing a decline in com
parison with the previous year. This reduction is serious, 
particularly in regard to Apric-ots, in that even the 
reasonable requirements of the trade cannot be met. 
Inability to obtain adequate labour and the necessity to 
pay double time for· holiday work during the harvest 
season has resulted in many growers diverting tijeir 
fruit to canners, with the result that the quantity of 
Dried Tree Fruits is declining. 

Pr~ne production improved over 1949 by 315 tons, 
although there was a predominance of the smaller sizes. 
The New South Wales crop, which in 1949 was poor, 
showed a welcome increase, but was offset by a drop 
of some 200 tons in South Australia. 

A review of the Dried Tree Fruits and Prunes prOduc
tion over the last dive years shows considerable 
fluctuation. 

PRODUCTION 
Prunes-Moisture Content. Discussions with the Dried 

Fruits Processing Committee, which wel'e reported to 
Federal Council last year, were continued with the result 
that a rec-ommendation made by· the Committee has been 
accepted by the Department of Commerce, and regula
tions in respect to moisture content will be interpreted 
to permit-

(a) "Ch'oice" qualit-y, D' Agen-an upper limit of 
37%; 

(b) 

(c) 

HChoice" quality, · Other Varieties-an -upper 
limit of 35%; 
"Standard" an-d ''Plain" quality, all varieties
an upper limit of 33% which remains the same 
as previously. 
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Grade Fixing. Due to the deterioration in grades this 
season, the Grade Fixing Committee has had to meet 
more often than in past years. Whilst there was no 
necessity to seek a special low grade for Currants due 
to this variety having been comparatively unaffected by 
the adverse seasonal conditions, it was found that a 
very large tonnage of Sultanas and Lexias were ,of a 
grade that inspectors could not classify, in any of the 
standard grades set. The result has been that this year 
special M.F. grades for these two varieties have been 
permitted. In August the State Boards and Department 
of Commerce were asked to give c'onsi.deration to a 
greater tolerance in the M.F. grade _standards set, but 
this could not be agreed to so far as Sultanas were con
cerned, as the samples exhibited would not permit it. 
Through a misunderstanding consideration of some 
leniency with the M.F. lexias standard grade was not 
proceeded with. 

Hail marked Apricots. In South Australia a proportion 
of Apric-ots was again affecte<l by-'hail, and special per
missi•on similar to that granted in 1949 Season was 
given. This decision has permitted the sale for -dOmestic 
consumption of an appreciable tonnage of Apricots whose 
only fault was the small hail-marked blemish. 

Frost booklet. The booklet "Frost Control" has proved 
so popular that a second edition has been printed, and 
many copies have been distributed to growers during 
recent months. Copies have been sent to England, 
European countries and other pads of the world, ~nd 
may be regarded as the text book of frost preventiOn 
methods f·or the Industry. The author, Mr. H. W. King, 
is to be commended in his wor~ of co111:pilation. 

RESEARCH 
The lines on which investigations are being j-ointly 

carried out by C.1S . .J.R.O. and The A.D.F.A. Consultative 
sub-c·ommittee are the development of a continuous 
washer, a .c·ontinuous drier and an effective device fo1' 
removing llon-llmgnetic matter from the fruit. 

It is realised that development should be along the 
lines of devising a machine which will thoroughly wash 
the fruit and, without damaging it, remove dust, sand 
and foreign matter. The process of washing presents 
no difficulties, but it Will be necessary, in order to obtain 
consistent results, for the moisture c-ontent of the fruit 
leaving the washer to be constant and adjustable only 
over a narrow range. C.S.•I .. R.O. are now preparing 
modifications to allow two washings, or to use a trummel 
washer, allowing f-or a capacity of up to 15 tons per 
hour for the large packing houses with a smaller type for 
those packing houses which do not handle a large pack. 

In devising an effective drier it is desirable that 'the 
final moisture content of the fruit when leaving the drier 
has been adjusted within narrow limits, for the main 
object is to permit the packing of the fruit immediately 
after drying. A major problem is, however, encountered 
as water applied to dipped fruit darkens it on drying, 
and it is necessary to retain the, light-coloured fruit. 
Some thought has been given to lowering surface tension 
to retain moisture by the use of a detergent wash. 
Both the Heat and the Centrifuge systems of drying 
are being tested, separately and as a combination. The 
combination method, if effective, would subject the fruit 
first to centrifugal force to remove the greater part of 
the moisture and then to heating to remove the balance 
of the moisture· before pre-cooling ready for immediate 
packing. The elimination of green tinge is being borne 
in mind in the development of the new machinery. 

Non-~agnetic Matter 
The removal of non-magnetic matter from the fruit is 

the greatest problem of all. Small stones are the most 
common matter f.ound, and as they are about the same 
Size and colour as the fruit they are difficult to detect 
visually and, of course, do not respond to magnets. The 
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points of entry of stones into the fruit are in the dip 
tins at time of packing and when· fruit is spread on the 
drying grounds. Some thought has been ·given to reducing 
the number of holes in the dip tins as a means ·Of 
preventing the entry of stones and sand. Another line 
of investigation is the use of an ·air blast operator which 
wOuld deflect the fruit but leaving the heavieT stones, 
etc. More information, however, is necessary on relative 
densities before designs can be initiated, 

Arising out of previous research at the Merbein !Re
search Stati-on accurate data is available which will assist 
in the modification of the washing machine and , the 
design of a drier, for it is now kn~wn how much moisture 
is added during the present washmg processes and what 
the final moisture content must be for subsequent satis
factory handling of the fruit. 

C.'S.I.R.O. have assessed that research on the lines 
indicated would cost approximately £2000 per annum, 
but are unable to accede to The A.D.F.A.'s request that 
portion of the cost be borne by them. · The Executive 
of C.S.I.R.O. feels that the engineering problems ~n ques
tion are such' that the Dried Fruits Industry could be 
asked to bear the whole cost, which would mean, in 
terms of Federal Council's res·olut.ion of last year, that 
a joint contribution woUld be made by The A.D.F.A. and 
packers in equal shares. 

PlUCES 
Deacontrol. After an unsuccessful attempt to obtain 

the de-control of Australian :prices in September 1949, 
the .States, except Queensland, agreed to do so last 
March with the result that the Association once again 
assmn~d its former. responsibilitieS. D-e-leontrol was 
granted in the full knowledge that all A.D.F .A. Dried 
FTuits would be increased by 2d. per lb. for Season 
1950. 

The decision by Queensland to retairi price control 
resulted in a delay in forwarding supplies, for it was 
deemed inadvisable to ship fruit 1.1-ntil it was definitely 
known that The A.D.F.A.'s prices would be acceptable. 
This resulted in some shortage of Currants and Sultanas 
early in the season. In May the Queensland Prices Com
missioner gave approval, but it was found that the terms 
of trading laid down by the Commissioner were not in 
accordance with A.D.F.A. Terms and Collditions of Sale. 
However, shipments wei·e not delayed pending discussions 
with the Commissioner, and it is pleasing _to observe that 
the Association's Terms and Conditions of Sale have 
n·ow been completely accepted and authorised by the 
Commissioner. The fact that the Association's Terms 
and Conditions of Sale have been taken as the basis of 
price control in Queensland is an indication of the com
plete confidence that The A.D.F.A. over the years, has 
created in governmental and trading circles. 

Cost of Production. The preparation of accurate and 
dependable costs of production had much to do with 
the granting of de-control and the acceptance of A.D.F .A. 
prkes in Queensland, and the Board of Management 
is grateful and appreciative of the immense amount of 
detailed work which the Cost of Production 'Sub
c·ommittee carried out in the compilation of production 
costs. Althou-gh Dried Fruits prices have been de
controlled, your Board considers that the work of the 
sub-c-ommittee should not cease, but the costs of pro
duction should be asceTtained at least once a year, f.or 
without doubt, the data~so compiled must prove. beneficial 
to the Industry, particularly for price fixing. It is hoped, 
therefore, that the existing members of the sub-committee, 
who are so well versed in the intricacies of investigation 
and compilation, will agree to continue with their 
admirable work. 

Commonwealth market price rise. As already men
tioned, a rise of 2d. per lb. on all A.D.F.A. Dried Fruits 
was taken on the Commonwealth market for Season 1950. 
It is difficult to assess the full effect that the increase 
of 2d. per lb. on Vine Fruits has had on the ·Common-
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wealth market, f.or the rise has been cushioned by the 
fact that retailers have been able to purchase the lower 
priced grades this season. · 

The substantial qumterly increases in the basic wage 
and the special addition recently given by the Arbitration 
Court will accelerate the inflationary spiral, and will 
certainly create diffi'Culties in fixing prices for the Com~ 
monwealth market this coming season. That the growers' 
cost of production must be recovered is ·obvious, but the 
greatest care must be taken to ensure that the heavier 
burden on the consumer's pocket caused by the increased 
costs of essential foodstuffs is not reflected by a reduced 
consumption of Dded Fruits in Australia. 

Overseas.· The devaluation of the English £ against 
the dollar and the simultaneous devaluation which took 
place in the Australian £ gave the Export Control Board 
the opportunity to ·obtain im:pToved prices on ·OUr 
Canadian market, without any increased burden on the 
Canad,ian consumer. The recent "freeing" of the 
Canadian dollar may, however, reflect somewhat in our 
prices in the future, as would any move by Great 
Britain to appreciate her £ in relation to the American 
d·ollar. Newspapers, in recent months, have been probing 
the chances of this latter contingency ·occurring, but it 
is doubtful' whether there would be any change in the 
near future, for although Great Britain's trade with 
dollar countries has. much improved since she devalued 
it is not so favourable that she can consider altering her 
exchange rate again to her disadvantage. 

Prices for 1951 with the United Kingdom have been 
the subject of special discussion at governmental levels 
with the Ministry of Food. Representatives of the Ex
port Control Board, who, it is gratifying to record, are 
also members of your Board, have, as you are aware, 
proceeded to England where they have acted in an 
important advisory capacity to the AustraUan Govern
ment officials who have been in charge of the actual 
negotiations with the British Government. It was an 
exceedingly wise decision. of the Export Control Board 
to send advisor·s so that -expert opinion on our Industry 
would, at all times, be readily available. 

Revaluatioln of the Aust.Yalian £. Throughout this 
year the Board has been concerned with the possibility 
of the Australian £ -being appreciated to or towards 
parity with sterling. There has been strong pressure 
f·or the Austrai1an £ to be revalued, and The A.D.F.A., 
jointly with the Export Control .Board, felt, that as the 
existing rate of exchange is an essential factor in the 
return to growers from overseas markets, every step 
must be .taken to prevent appreciation. Accordingly, a 
campaign, the cost of which has been equally shared by 
the Export Control Board and your Association, has 
.been undertaken since the beginning of the year. This 
campaign did not fail to take every opportunity to bring 
to the· notice ·Of all Federal and State Parliamentary 
representatives, to 'industrial and priinaTy producers' 

·organisations, and to the general public, the dangers of 
appreciating the £ to any extent whatsoever. The cam-· 
paign was costly. The .A.D.F.A. will contribute £311, 
but the expenditure has been justified, for we were all 
happy to receive the assurance of the Pl·ime MinisteT 
that the Australian £ would not be, apprec-iated at 
present. The danger, ·Of course, is not past, so that the 
matter must be constantly watched. Should there be a 
revival of the propaganda similar to that issued by the 
p'rotagonists for appreciation this year, or should 'ther_e 
be an intimati>on from any source which might indicate 
revaluation, then The A.D.F .A. and the Export Contr.o] 
Board will Tecommence their activities. 

Control Boa1"d' s Action 
Although the question of appreciating the Australian 

£ has been a "hot" question only for the last twelve 
months, there has -been the fear that it would occur for 
the last year ·or so, and your Board feel that due acknow
ledgment should be given to. the Export Control Board 
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for tlaeir foresight in ensuring that exporters took out 
insurance with the Commonwealth and other Banks 
guaranteeing the full exchange premiums on returns fl'om 
our overseas markets. In ordinary circumstances the 
cost of insurance would have been a charge to the 
grower, but owing to the adverse conditions which the 
Industry expedenced in 1949, and again in 1950, it is 
pleasing .to record and acknowledge with appreciation the 
action of the Export Contr·ol Board in paying the 
insurance premiums which in 1949 amounted to £8856, 
and in 1950 to £16,000. 

MARKETING 
The extent to which the Vine Fruit pack deteriorated 

this year created problems in providing fruit for both 
the Commonwealth- and Overseas markets. The fact that 
every effort was made by growers aftel' the first rains 
to save the crop led to the belief that the loss -would 
not be heavy, but further rain in the middle and at 
the end of ,MaTch created unsuitable drying weather and 
dispelled all optimism. 

Commonwealth Market, Eased on the early indications 
of a bumper crop, it was decided that quotas foT Vine 
Fruits need not be imposed this season. The result of 
creating an open market caused distributors to buy more 
conservatively and for the early part and middle •of the 
season orders lagged behind last year. Even in Septem
ber when the trade was specially approached to obtain 
their firm bookings for the balance of the season, dis
tributors were reluctant to commit themselves, with the 
1·esult that it has been a most difficult year to p1·ecisely 
ascertain what should be held to meet the needs of the 
Comnwnwealth, and even now no firm indication can be 
obtained from the trade as to their exact requirements. 
As.sociated with this problem has .been the constant 
decline in the pack, the drop accelerating as packing 
operations progressed. 

In March last The A.D.F.A., after careful assessment, 
considered that an abs-olute maximum of 27,000 tons 
would cover the consumptive capacity of the Coml)lon
wealth market, and this assessment, it is now found, was 
far too liberal. At this time some 4800 tons are held 
for delivery to merchants. This includes about 1000 
tons of M.F. grade Sultanas. 

Investigations of complaints from grocers that Dried 
Vine Fruits cannot be o-btained has shown that the main 
reasons are transport difficulties, the inability to obtain 
the higher grades due to the adverse season, and the 
extreme shortage of .Seeded Raisins. · 

Retention of Commonwealth Market 
In dis·cussions with the Consultative Committee of the 

State DTied Fruits B-oard held' in March, a figure of 
30,000 tons was suggested by that body, but it was, and 
is now, plaip_ly stated that a market for this quantity 
in the Commonwealth never existed this year. The 
retention of 30,000 tons, or even 27,000 tons, would have 
resulted in some thousands of tons of fruit lying in the 
packing houses which eventually would have had to be 
exported. Such a procedure would have been uneconomic 
apart from the bad effect it would have had on our over
seas markets. The necessity to clear fruit. quickly from 
the packing houses and deliver to markets is something 
which it is desiraible to stress. After a series :of poor 
harvests the financial standing of the Industry this season 
is such that no section of it co'uld possibly have carried 
the cost of allowing thousands of tons of fruit to lie 
in store which needed to be converted to ready money
ready money urgently wanted by the growers. In any 
case it is scarcely a wise policy to hold excessive stocks 
on the off.-chance that a market can absorb the·m, par
ticularly when the facts have shown that it cannot. The 
gravamen -of the whole matter is that in a season when 
the pack is declining due to the poor quality of the .fruit, 
no system of stock control devised can precisely ensure 
an exact regulation of supplies to any particular market. 
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It must never ·he forgotten as a fundameD.tal point in 
the Industry's policy of marketing that it has an annual 
surplus which must be sold -outside Australia, and to 
ensure the ready sale of that surplus, year by year, to 
avoid any chance of a carry-over, faith must be kept 
with our overseas buyers, otherwise we can scarcely 
expect them 'to remain the responsive customers they 
are at present. 

Deterioration , of Pack 
As an indicati<on of how the deterioration ·of the pack 

affected the Industry's various markets, the following 
comparisons bear investigation. 

Mark-et 

United Kin·gdom . m. 
Canada ..... . 
New Zealand .. 
Other overseas 

Markets .. 
The Commonwealth . 

Tentative 
aU'Ocation at 
March 1950 
Tons % 

19,000 23.75 
25,000 31.25 

7,000 8.75 

2,000 2.50 
27,000 33.75 

80,000 100.00 

Disposal at 
September 1950 

Tons % 
9,950 17.58 

18,800 33.22 
5,300 9.36 

950 1.68 
21,600 38.16 

56,600 100.00 

For some reason, of which The A.D.F.A. h'as never 
been aware, the Consultative Committee has, throughout 
this season, claimed that 30,000 tons should be retained 
for disposal on the Commonwealth market, even when 
it has been quite apparent that this tonnage could not 
be sold, and it is disheartening that a section of the 
Industry which is well aware of its marketing problems, 
having been provided with all the facts as they became 
available, should issue to the daily press a statement 
whi.ch not ·only implied that a further 8000 tons of Vine 
Fruits c>Quld have been sold in the Commonwealth if it 
had been availa·ble, (which it should have known was not 
possible), but has created an entirely erroneous im
pession in the minds <>f some growers. It has ever been 
the aim of the various sections of our Industry to work 
together f>Qr the common good, but a statement such as 
that which was issued by the Consultative Committee, 
(Victoria and South Australia only being consulted), 
and which disassociated itself from responsibility f.or 
failure to sell 30,000 tons <>f fruit, (which could not 
have been achieved), and was not their responsibility, 
is not conducivE' to the best interests of the Industry. 

Commonwealth's Needs 
With the freeing of quotas this year buyers presum

ably did not feel the need to buy more than their 
immediate requirements, for orders were not taken by 
selling agents so freely as during 1949. In April last 
the lag was 4700 tons, in May it had increased to 8000 
tons, in June it was 7700 tons, by July it had recovered 
to 5700 tons, and in August 'it had dropped to 4900 
tons. The latest estimate of the trade's requirements, 
(and only an estimate can be given in view 'Df the 
reluctance of the trade to submit firm bookings), indi~ 
cates 23,628 tons. Due to the drop in the pack, the 
reasons fQr which have already been dealt with in this 
report, approximately 22,000 tons of fruit will be avail
able fQr the Commonwealth market. "fhe deficiency is 
entirely due to reduced pack estimates becoming 
apparent Only in September. This applies particularly 
to Lexias. 

In June shipments to the United Kingdom. were 
stopped, and shipping space for further supplies can
celled. 

Amongst factors affecting Commonwealth s~les was an 
appre_ciable reduction in the' quantity of fruit .used in 
the manufacture of plum puddings, fruit cake and mince
meat f<>r export. 
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Export of Plum Puddings, ·etc. 
The drop in the demand- for Dried Fruits f.or export 

manufactured foods is, of course, disappointing, but it 
was not entirely unexpected. The trade with the United 
Kingdom was built up during the war years due to the 
inability of the British manufacturer to obtain the 
necessary basic c-ommodities, but the position has now 
changed, partly because supplies for the British manu
facturer are easier to obtain, partly because foreign 
manufacturers- nearer the United Kingdom market can 
undersell the Australian manufacturer, and partly be
cause the consumer demarid has eased due to high prices 
leaving excessive stocks in thC hands of the United 
Kingdom trade. It would seem that this type of business 
for Australian manufacturers will, henceforth, tend · 
towards the production of high quality plmp. puddings 
and fruit cake for a special class of consumer, and the 
supply of bulk fruit mincemeat to the British manu
facturers. 

During the year AustraliaD. mahufactul'ers of export 
f·oodstuffs, faced with the altered market c<>nditions iri 
the United Kingdom, sought from The A.D.F.A. the right 
to buy their Dried Fruits at export prices to reduce their 
production costs, but after careful consideration of the 
manufacturers' position as divulged by the statements 
of c<>sts which they submitted, of the United Kingdom 
market demand for plum puddings and fruit cake, and 
of the growers' financial position, the B-oard considered 
that it could not comply with their request. Manufac
turers, however, were, this season, able to purchase the 
special grade of M.F. Sultanas at a reduced price, so 
that manufacturers did benefit to a considerable extent. 

Tree Fruits and Prunes 
The availability- of Tree Fruits and Prunes to the 

Commonwealth market had to be decided before it was 
known whether de-c,ontrol of prices would be successful, 
and in consequence large allocations were made to over
seas markets where better opportunities existed to obtain 
higher prices. The full overseas allocation of Apricots 
was sold, (although the Continent purchased practically 
nothing due to the high prices SO'Qght), but the demand 
for Peaches and Pears did not reach expectations. The 
tonnage o·f Prunes sold was disappointing, seeing that 
there had been every indication that the New Zealand 
market would be large purchasers. Unfortunately, this 
market did not respond as· it was carrying heavy stocks 
of small sized Prunes from the previous season, and was 
unwilling to purchase further supplies except 011. the 
basis of the selection of grades at the option of the 
buyer. With buyers seeking the lower counts and a 
large proporti,on of the pack being in the higher counts 
the anticipated volume <>f business was not transacted. 
The Commonwealth market, as a result, obtained larger 
supplies of Prunes than was originally planned, although 
the consumer demand has, by no means, been satisfied. 
The shortage of: Apricots created a greater demand for 
Peaches and Pears. 

Overseas Markets 
Overseas Markets. The poor seaSon lias again pre

cluded an allocation to the Commonwealth Dried Fruits 
Control Board sufficient to meet export needs. Countries 
which had been informed early in the season that they 
could anticipate an appreciable tonnage this year had 
to be disappointed, as it was ·only too obvious, a's the 
season progressed, that the loss of fruit would be heavy. 
The disposal of the pack, as it stands at present has 
already been indicated earlier in this report. ' 

Mr. P. Malloch and Mr. L. B. O'Donnell, members of 
the Board of Management of The Australian Dried Fruits 
AssociaUon and of the Commonwealth Export Control 
Board, recently visited the United Killgdom on behalf of 
the Control Board to participate in inter-Governmental 
discussions regarding_ prices for 1951 season's Dried 
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Vine Fruits. They were able to place before the Ministry 
of Food a comprehensive review of the Industry in the 
last five disastrous years and the financial losses incurred 
through seasonal conditions. Negotiations commenced 
for prices in 1951 based on the present cost of production. 
Bef,ore thes·e negotiations were completed, however, in
formation came to hand about Californian crop losses 
which indicated there would be little fruit available for 
export from the United States of America this season. 
As prices of Currants in Greece and of Sultanas in the 
United States of America, Greece and Turkey have also 
risen substantially tlris year, negotiations with the British 
Ministry of Food were deferred until the Commonwealth 
Dried Fruits Control Board at its full meetings on the 
20th, 21st and 22nd November 1950 further considers 
the position and makes a recommendation to the Depart
ment oct: Commerce and Agriculture regarding the prices 
which should now be quoted to the British Ministry of 
Food for Australian Dried Vine Fruits of the 1951 
season. The result of this action cannot definitely be 
forecast, but there is every indication of a substantial 
increas.e in prices £or Currants, Sultanas and Lexias. 

Mr. Malloch subsequently Visited Canada arid he re
ports that we. may exp~ct a substantial rise in prices in 
this market for the s~Rson 1951. New Z.ealand prices 
and 'prices for other markets during the same year should 
also show a marked advance in sympathy with the world
wide rise in prices of Dried Vine Fruits. 

Empire Preference 
It was feared that the talks at T·orquay, England, 

which commenced in September on the General Agree
ment on Trade and Tariffs, (G.A.T.T.), might result in 
the surrender of further preferences on some items of 
which Dried Fruits might be one. The Dried FrUits 
Preference Committee took the precaution of bringing 
to the .notice of the British and Australian delegates to 
the Torquay ·Conference, through the British Empire 
Produce'i's' Organisation, (•of which The A.D.F.A. is a 
corporate member), the views of the Industry. The 
Committee also obtained, by waiting a~ a deputation on 
the Minister for Commerce and- Agriculture, (Hon. J. 
McEwen, M.H.R.), a sympathetic understanding of the 
Industry's po:sition; and assurances that its· interests 
would be watched, and that any proposal at the Torquay 
Conference for a, reduction in preferences on Dried 
Frui.ts would first have to· be referred to and c·onsidered 
by the Federal Government. It may be assumed, with 
some degree of assurance, that the Torquay talks will 
conclude without any alteration to, existing preference 
rates. The whole Industry, of course, will not be happy 
until the preferences lost at Geneva in 1947 are 
recovered. 

INDUSTRY LOSSES 
The c'ontinued losses through calamitous conditions at 

harvest time could not fail to be reflected in the :financial 
position of the Industry, with the result that many 
growers now :find themselves in adverse circumstances. 

The consequence has been that assistance from the 
Federal Government has had to be sought seeking ft 

subsidy of £15 per ton·on exports this year to the United 
Kingdom, and the extra cost incurred in salvaging rain
damaged fruit, and from the Victorian and New South 
Wales governments :financial grants and a living allow
ance of £20 per month until next harvest for those 
growers who were in necessitous circumstances. 

Federal Government's Investigation 

The Federal Government resp·onded to the request for 
a subsidy and the cost of salvage by instructing the 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics to undertake a com
plete survey of the Industry, which it has done vei'Y 
thoroughly. The .Bureau's terms of reference were: 

(i) To ascertain the Cost of production of Dried 
Vine Fruits; · 

(ii) To obtain data to esta.blish the magnitude of 
seasonal losses and/ or their reasonable pro
bability; 

(iii) A request f~or financial assistance arising out 
of seasonal losses; and 

(iv) To obtain more comprehensive information on 
the economic structure ·of the Dried Fruits In
dustry with particular reference to the size of 
home maintenance areas. 

The report, it is .believed, has been c·ompleted and 
awaits considerati·on by the Federal Government. The 
decision of the Government is eagerly awaited, and it is 
hop_ed will not be prolonged. 

The request to the Federal Government for salvage 
costs estimated that some 23,4'24 tons of fruit had been 
received and classi:fied by packers as fruit subject to 
salvage costs, •or were on growers' blocks, and that the 
extra cost of processing in the packing houses would be 
£6/10/- per ton. The assessment of the extra cost of 
£6/10/- created c'Onsiderable difficultles. Packers' cost~ 
ranged from £4 to £10 per ton according to the con
dition of the fruit handled. Consideration also had to 
be given to the extra cost incurred by growers on their 
_drying greens. Altogether it is felt that the value 
assessed is a fair one f.or the extra tonnage of salvaging 
the ·fruit. The total amount sought is £152,250. 

~---------------------------~----------------------------·------~ 

RENMARK FRUITGROWERS' 
CO-OPERATED LIMITED 

RENMARK 

A Company Owned and Controlled by the Growers of Renmark for the Co-operative Packing and 
Processing of Dried Fruits 

Packers of the Well-known "ARK" Brand 
--Dried and Fresh Fruit--

• Timber, Hardware, Produce and General Merchants 
GROWERS FINANCED AGAINST COMING HARVEST 
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State Government's Loans 

The effect of the accumulated losses of the Industry 
has not been confined to the assistance sought from the 
Federal Government. Many growers, particularly in 
Nyah-Woorinen and ·over the River at Koraleigh and 
Goodnight, have suffered so severely during the last six 
years that this year it became necessary to approach 
the Victorian and New South Wales Governments to 
obtain a living allowance and a free grant of money to 
those growers who are in distressed circumstances in 
order that they may continue to work their properties 
until next harvest. A further section of growers in both 
States whose circumstances were a little more fortunate 
require loans, either free of interest or at a very low 
interest rate, to continue with essential drainage, tl'ellis
ing and other capital expenditure on their properties. 

The outcome of these app:roaches to the two State 
Governments had been that, in Victol'ia, a living· allow
ance of £20 per month has been granted to applicant 
growers who have proved eligibility under a means test. 
This allowance was originally granted for two months, 
and, Subsequently, was renewed for a fm~ther two 
months. A free grant of money could no"t be considered 
owing to the State's ~finances, without the Federal Gov
ernment making a special contribution, but consideration 
is being given by the Victorian Government to a loan, 
possibly at a low interest rate, after an examination of 
the Industry's position by the Rural Finance Corporation. 
The decisi-on by the Victorian Government, which has 
now been delayed for some time, is awaited with in
terest. In New ·South Wales where extensive floods in 
many parts of the State have caused millions of pounds 
of damage, assistance has not been easy to obtain. A 
living allowance has not been provided, hut the Govern
ment has agreed to make available loans on security to 
growers through the Rural Bank at l!o/o per annum 
interest. The ·offer by the New South Wales Govern"" 
ment is not altogether acceptable, as it has already been 
found that those growers who_ are most in need of assis
tance are beyond the stage where they can offer suitable 
security. 

THE BASIC WAGE 

The A.•D.F.A. gave evidence before the Arbitration 
Court in connection with the claim by the Trades Unions 
for a £10 per week basic wage. The evidence, which was 
most complete, carefully suryeyed the effect that such 
a large wage would have on the Industry's, and the 
Nation's, ec·onomy. The evidence, which is far too lengthy 
to publish in its entirety, will be printed in precis form 
in the November issue of the "Australian Dried Fruits 
News." 

The recent decision by the Court that the basic wage 
is to be increased by £1 per week is a blow to the 
Industry, which cannot entirely be cushioned by the know
ledge that the Union's claim was not wholly successful. 
Wage rates to-day, when accompallied by the 40-hour 
week, are such that the only remedy is an increase in 
prices to the c'onsumer. The vicious drcle of costs, 
wages and prices all chasing one another continues, a-nd 
until materials required by the Industry can be pur
chased cheaper through greater national production or 
by subsidy, or some m~ans can be found to arrest the 
rising c:osts of labour and materials for those primary 
producers, such as our own Industry, who are lagging in 
the general 1·ise of national prospel'ity, the outlook for 
Dried Fruits growers will be difficult. 
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PUBLICITY 
The ''News." During the year a particularly wide 

range of interesting subject matter has been published. 
The Board feel, however, that the journal can be 
generally improved, particularly in its presentation,. and 
has decided, commencing with 1951, to publish it fl·om 
Head Office, but still under the· active editorship ·of 
Mr. J. H. Gordon. This change will coincide with a 
completely new and mo1·e attractive aPpearance, so that 
the publication and its contents - will twovide greater 
interest to growers. 

It is pleasing to advise that the mailing list has been 
completely overhauled, and is being maintained by Head 
O:flke. The task of checking is continuous, but necessary, 
and a thorough re-check is now being conducted through 
the packing houses. Many alterations have been made 
during the last twelve months, and these can be expedited 
if growers will assist by notifying Head Office of any 
discrepancies in present addresses which come to their 
lmowledge. 

"Water Into Gold." Another edition of this best-seller 
is to be PTinted. As the statistical information con
tained in past editions was prepared in 1937, the book 
is being revised without, however, detracting in any way 
from its delightful atm:osphere, or from the author's 
vivid style. With a new range of photographs, an 
attractive cover and dust jacket, the new edition will 
be, undoubtedly, as popular as the past editions, both 
in this country and ·Overseas. 

Ha.ndbook of T,he A.D.F.A. A valuable propaganda 
medium has been the Handbo'ok, which was prepared 
after last year's Federal 'Council, and a copy of which 
has been sent to every grower. The contents of this 
book will prove useful for reference purposes, for in-
formation concerning The A.D.F.A. and the Industry 
generally, and for assisting Branch executives to main
tain the interest of growers in the work which their 
Association undertakes. W,hile it is not ptoposed- to issue 
a new handbook ea<!h year, it is felt that. a supplement 
containing, amongst other matters, a copy of this Board 
of Management report and a summary of the decisions 
reached by this Federal Council, will keep growers in
formed of current developments. 

Dried Fruhs Publicity Comiuittee. The' Committee 
consists of representatives of the State Boards and this 
Association. Due to restricted funds activities have, 
necessarily, been confined to routine propaganda con
sisting of window displays, tR;oyal Show exhibits, film 
scTeenings, lectures in schools and the issue of an attrac
tive and excellent cookery book. Last year The A.D.F.A. 
contributed £500 to general funds and £250 to under
take a special marketing survey. This year the Board 
decided to allocate the sum o-f £700 to general funds to 
be expended by the Committee at its discretion;, 

Health Publicity C'ounc.il of Australia. During the 
year the .t\ssociation became an associate membe1.· of the 
Council. The Council carries out health publicity, prin
cipally through the newspapers, and valuable propaganda 
on Dried Fruits as a health diet has ·been disseminated. 

EXPANSION OF THE A.D.F.A. 
Additional branches hav~ been established since last 

Federal Council. In New .South Wales the area between 
Gol Gal and Trentham CliffS has been formed jnto the 
Gol Gol and District Branch A.D.F.A., and the new 
settlement in South Australia at Loxton now has its own 
active branch. In Victoria the Nyali GTowers' Union 
and the Nyah District Braneh have amalgamated to form 
the Nyah District Branch A.D.F .A. The Langhorne's 
Creek Branch in South Australia has disbanded as Dried 
Fruits are no longer grown in that district. Delegates 
will be asked at this meeting formally to approve these 
branch movements as part of the Assodation's 
Constitution. 
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ACTION TAKEN ON 1949 DECISIONS 

At each Federal Council it is the responsibility of the General Secretary, on behalf of the Board of 
Management, to submit a report on the outcome of the_ decisions re'ach.ed at the previous Federal Council,.. 
The report on the 1949 decisions, which wa·s adopted, reads:-

Objects and Policy of The A.D.F.A. 
A letter setting out the aims, objects and principles 

of the Association was sent to each grower after 
Federal Council. A Handbook consisting ·of 32 pages, 
embracing the organisation of The A.D.F .A. and out
lining the more important problems facing the Industry 
·was printed and distributed to all growers in July last. 
FolloWing on the issue of the hooklet, all branches were 
asked to call special meetings to discuss with members 
to the fullest possible extent, the aims, objects and prin-
ciples for whic-h The A.D.F.A. stands. . 

Charges and Adjustments 
Means whereby the cost to the g'l'Ower in shipping 

fruit interstate could be reduced Were given effect to 
in the case of Tree Fruits and P1·unes by selling on an 
f..o.b. basis instead of a c.i.f. & e. basis. The cost of 
freight has, therefore, been borne by the purchaser, To 
apply the- f.o.b .. selling basis to Vine Fruits, however, 
w-ould have meant abandonment of certain vital 
A:.D.F.A. pTinciples, and afteT careful consi-deration the 
Board felt that it could not, with safety, approve the 
abandonment of the c.i.f. & e. basis. 

The adoption· of a system of quotas has been examined 
whereby a more equitable distribution in Australia of 
Dried Tree Fruits could be effected, and it was found 
that distribution by population, instead of the present 
method of distribution according to demand, would not 
create any greater equity, and it was decided to c·ontinue 
with the present method, regard, however, being given 
to special allocations to a particular State or district 
where special circumstances existed. 

The change from a c.,i.f. & e. to an f.o.b. basis for Dried 
Tree Fruits has rectified the anomalous position between 
Crowe & Newc·ombe Ltd. and The A.D.F.A. ·agents in 
regard to costs of interstate charges. A special alloca
tion by Crowe & Newcombe Ltd. of Apricots this season 
combined with the Board's decision that a special quota 
of Dried Tree Fruits should be made available to the 
South Australian market has eliminated the complaint 
that A.D.F.A. agents and distributors have been under 
a competitive disadvantage 'in South At~stralia. 

Rehabilitation of Ex~Servic.emen 
The assurance_ of a welcome to the Industry of soldier 

settlerS was conveyed to Federal Office and to. all State 
branches of the Returned .Soldiers' League. The 8outh 
Australian journal "Back" of the R.S.L. printed The 
A.D.F.A.'s resolution in full for the benefit of its readers. 

Grade Fixing Committee 
The' decision that a representative of the Board of 

Manag·ement be appointed to the Grade Fixing Com
mittee could not be carried ·Out, as at a meeting ,on the 
16th February 1950 of The A.D.F.A., the· State Dried 
Fl'Uits Boards and the Department of Commerce and 
Agricultm·e, it was pointed out that the statutory powers 
to fix grades were vested in the State Boards and the 
Department. At the same time it was realised that 
packers were vitally concerned in th@ fixing of samples, 
and that their assistance and c-o-operation were essential 
in pr·oviding supplies fro-in which grades coul~ be fixed, 
so that the Committee would continue as a non-statutory 
body. Whereas previously The A.D.F.A. had seven 
members, this has now been reduced to five, and tl1e 
Committee now consists of:-
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Department of Commerce and Agriculture-S mem
bers. 

State Dried Fruits Boards (1 member each)-
3 members. 

The A.D.F.A.-5 membe1·s. 
Export Control Board-1 member (non-voting Con

vener). 
The alterations eliminate The A.D.F.A. A!gents' repre~ 

sentative, preclude a representative .o.f . the Boar~ ·of 
Management being part of the Grade F1xmg Gomm1ttee, 
and give no voting rights to the Export Control Board 
representative. The new composition is designe-4 to 
retain. the balance of voting. power in the hands of' the 
State Dried Fruits Boards' and the Department of Com
merce and Agriculture. 

Pay-Roll Tax 
The Federal Treasurer was directly approached to 

obtain an increase in the present maximum allowance. 
of £1040 per annum to' £2080 fOr primary producers. 
Federal Qouncil's decision was also conveyed to Federal 
Parliamehtary representatives of Drie-d Fruits producing 
areas. The Federal Treasurer had replied that the 
reasons supporting the Association's l'equest would be 
borne in mind when the whole field of taxation was 
being reviewed, and this assurance was re-affirmed to 
Parliamentary Tepresentatives with the comment that it 
must not be overlooked that the tax was imposed to 
provide for child endowment, which would oost more 
now that the first child is endowed. The recent Feder-al 
Budget gave no relief to payers of the tax. 

Supplies 
:Representations have been made from time to time 

to the appropriate authOTities to obtain supplies ,of gal
vanised iron, wire and wire netting, The shortage, 
however, continues, aggravated by reduced production 
resulting from diminished coal supplies caused by the 
extensive New South W-ales floods and industrial unrest. 
Some packing houses have imported Japanese galvanised 
iron on the recomn1endation of the Victorian Directorate 
of M·aterials Procurement to relieve the extremelY 
serious position. Wire netting, wire and nails manu
factured overseas have been on offer by importers.· A 
number of questions have been asked in Federal Parlia
ment this year on the continued shortage of essential 
materials. 

Frost Alarm Service 
FoUowing one or two unsuccessful attempts to cha-lli;e 

the decision of the P.·M.·G.'s Department that the existing 
fr-ost alarm service operating in the Red Cliffs-1Cardross 
area must be replaced by a method which would have 
resulted in an ineffective service, it is gratifying to 
record that the Postmaster-General, on Tepresentations 
made by Mr. W. G. TUrnbull, M.H.R., has personally 
directed that the existing method is to continue. 

Research 
The Hoard has been in close touch with C.S.LR.O. in 

regard to processing methods in the Industry, particularly 
in regard to mme effective and subsequent drying of the 
fruit. Details of the progress made are specially re
ferred to in the BoaTd of Management report. An 
A.D.F.A. Sub-<Committee consisting :of Messrs, P. 
Malloch, D. C. Winterbottom, F. Weatherburn and E. N. 
S~ary has been appointed to act in a consultative capacity 
•v1th 'C.S.I.R.O. 
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Special a?ttide 
ADDRESSES GIVEN BY MR. P. MALLOCH AND MR. L. B. O'DONNELL 

Delegates to Federal Council and a number of visitors, (including the ·Chairmen of the New ,south Wales, 
Victorian, and South Australian Dried Fruits Boards), listened with great interest to the informative addresses 
given by Messrs. Malloch and O'Donnell ,of their trip overseas, when, as memPers of. the Export Control Board, 
they acted as advisers on behalf of the Australian Dried Fruits Industry in the negotiations which took place with 
the U.K. Ministty of Food ·on prices o'f Dried Fruits for 1951. After the discussions Mr. O'Donnell returned 
direct to Australia, while Mr. Malloch, accompanied by Mr. C . .T. Ward, of Co-operated Dried Fruits Sales Pty. 
Ltd., proceeded to Canada and >California, The full text of Mr. Malloch's address has beeh issued to growers in 
booklet form and, in consequence, is not reprinted in this journal. After Mr. Malloch's addtess Mr. O'Donnell 
spoke to delegates and visitors, and said: 

"I'm sure that ·after listening to that comprehensive 
and very detailed report which Mr. Malloch has just read 
out about our visit and negotiations in London, it is 
realised that I can't add anything to it as regards our 
meetings with the Ministry of Food, and I don'rt intend 
to take up the time of this c·onference in attempting to 
gild the lily as it were. I will merely confine my few 
remarks to some of the other· activities to which we 
dev-oted ourselves while we were waiting for the Ministry 
of Food officials to' m'ak~ up their minds. 

"We took the opportunity of visiting several ware
houses in London, and also in Liverpool, to have% look at 
the arrivals ahd condition of our Australian fruit which 
had arrived in those ports. At the same time we ·had talks 
with warehousemen whose j·o,b it is to lo,ok after and 
distribute Australian Dried Fruits. We also, where we 
could get -an opportunity, had conversations with 
brokers, the men who in normal times had quite a lot to 
do with the disposal of our fruit .overseas. Our reason 
for doing this was that, as Mr. Malloch previously men
tioned, at some time or other, we don't know how soon 
or how long it will be, the M'inistry ·of Food will go out 
of the picture in the U.K. 

Ministry of Food Unpopular 

"If the trade in U.K. has anything to do about it, they 
will go out very quickly, because there was one institution 
and one individual that I heard anathematised most in 
Britain, one was Aneurin Bevin, the Minister of Health, 
and the other was the Ministry of F·ood. N nhody has a 
good word to say about any of them. I don't know why, 
but I am merely passing on what I heard. The average 
person says the Ministry of Food prevents them from 
getting food. The people who grow lood in Britain say 
the ;Ministry of Food prevents them from getting a good 
'Price for it. Whether those statements are true or false, 
I don't know. I'm merely passing on what I heard. I 
don't intend to get involved in any of Britain's political 
conflicts. · 
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Difficulties of Fumigation 
"As part of this landing -of fruit from the ports of 

London and Liverpool, the fumigation of Our fruit is a 
very big Job. The Board's agency in London has been 
in charge of that activity for a long time, and in order 
to overcome some of the difficulties which it has met, it 
has in Britain .been lucky to have an organisati·on similar 
to the C.S.I.R.O., of which Mr. Lyon was such a shining 
leader here in Australia, and we took the ·opportunity of 
visiting their research station at Sunningdale, down near 
the· famous Ascot racecourse, one of the most beautiful 
parts of the beautiful English countryside. We had a 
very pleasant afternoon there, and Dr. Page, the Officer
in.,Charge, Professors Munro and ·Lebatti went to a lot 
of trouble to explain to. us the nature of their experi
ments in devising better means of killing the infestation 
or p~eventing the infestation in Dried Fruits. 

"During the war we heard a lot of complaints about 
boxes arriving in broken condition. Well this year, I'm 
glad to say, all the people concerned say that our boxes 
must be of better quality, because breakages were not 
nearly so great. 

Appreciation Recorded 
"And finally, as I'm not going to talk at any length, I 

merely wish to state what I learned of the Ministry -of 
Food as negotiators. I realised from corresp·ondence 
before I went over that the!Y were pretty tough. I 
didn't think they could be as tough as they· were. They 
tried all sorts of ways, they attack every weakness that 
they think ·they see in your case, ·and ignore any of the 
strength,_ naturally, and watching them in action was 
an educati·on indeed, but I was also watching my col
league, and I feel quite sure that, clever and all as the 
Ministry of Food officials are, Mr. Malloch is more clever 
than any of them, :md I feel quite confident that when 
the final culm~nation of these negotiations is brought 
a~out, a!ld I'm hopeful .and quite confident that they 
will receive the acclamation -of all the growers in Aus
tralia, I would like to take this opportunity of letting 
it be known that ·we will have Mr. Malloch to thank 
for the greater part of it. Thank you, gentlemen." 
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Cadell 

The November meeting of growers appointed Mr. 
K. A. Dunk (Chairman), Mr. J.· S. Read (Secretary), 
and Messrs. K. D. Mackintosh (Deputy Chairman), R. 
Curtis~ and L. Z. Hoff to the executive. 

Wirrimah 
Mr. M. W. Phillips was appointed Chairman, Mr. J. 

Allen, Deputy Chairman, and Mr. J. Guymen, .Secretary, 
when the branch met last October. 

Nyah 
Amongst a number ·of items discussed at the meeting 

on 18th December, growers are to be asked to advise 
the branch of full vine pr:oduction :figures for. compiling 
district statistics. Some of the labour difficulties which 
would be enc·ountered this season were outlined. 

Coomealla 

Mr. Ross M.cLeod has been appointed to the Branch's 
executive in place of Mr. H. Robinson, who has left the 
district. 

Mildura District Council 
At the November 1950 meeting the executive decided 

to write to the Victorian Materials Procurement Direc
torate in regard to supplies of galvanised iron for the 
Industry and whether it was necessary to retain the 
Galvanised Iron Committee. Consideration is being 
given to the revision of the ·constitution. Robinvale 
and Gol Gol branches are to be admitted to the Council. 
The three groups in the IMildura area have. been recom
mended to consider the formation of a Mildura Branch. 
The executive sought a statement from the Board of 
Management regarding the all~gation by the Vine 
Growers' Progress Association that 8000 tons of dried 
fruits had been diverted from the Australian market. 
A. permit is to be·sought from the Victorian government 
to undertuke alterations to The A.D.F.A. rooms. Mr. 
H. Youngs was Chairman. ' 

Bungunyah Koraleigh Settlers' Association 
Mr. M. ·C. Wood (Ron. Secreta_ry) reports that on 

7th December Mr. L. B. O'Donnell (member of the 
Board of Management A.D.F.A., Export Control Board 
and N . .S.W. Dried Fruits Board) addressed a represen
tative meeting, and -outlined the policy followed in the 
negotiations with the U.K. Ministery of Food in regard 
to the contract for the sale of dried vine fruits. As a 
member of the delegation to Great Britain, Mr. O'Donnell 
said that negotiations had not yet been finalised, but 
expected their completion to be mutually advantageous. 
Mr. O'Donnell also dealt with the allocation of fruit for 
the Australian market and other Industry matters. 
Growers showed keen interest in the address and carried 
a motion, with acclamation, "That we express our utmost 
"Confidence in Mr. O'Donnell's efforts -on our behalf." 

Red Cliffs 
At the December Annual Meeting the following were 

appointed: Messrs. A. E. Hazel (President), F. T. Hand 
(Vice-President), A. L. Martin (Secretary), R. J. Brad
ford, B. Bromley, J. H. Gordon, W. Cavendish, A. 
Bennell, A. W. Duncan, H. V. Davey. Sub~Committee 
appointments were: Research: Hazel, Bromley; Scholar
ship and Library: Martin, Duncan; Conciliation and 
Labour League: Davey, Gordon; District Council Execu
tive: Hazel, Hand; District Council delegates: Martin, 
Bradford, Bromley, Cavendish, Bennell, Duncan, Davey. 

Clare and Loxton 
Mr. F. Cockington has been app.ointed .Secretary of 

Clare branch, and Mr. J. G. L. Smith is Secretary of 
the newly-formed Loxton branc-h. 

Mid-Murray Valley District Council 
Amongst" many items of business at the November 

meeting, Mr. W., Malloch was elected Packer represen
tative (Mr. B. J. D'Orsa, deputy) to the Interstate Arbi
tration Committee, and Mr. A. Heighway the Grower 
representative (Mr. A. Farrow, deputy). Mr. A. C. 
Heighway was appointed Harvest Labour {)rganiser. 
Branches within the District Council are to be asked to 
collect vital statistical infonnation. A 1•eport was sub
mitted on the investigations made by the Rural Finance 
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Corporation to assist growers in necessitous circum
stances. Mr. E. E. Lloyd was in the Chair. 

Angaston 
At the Annual General Meeting held in December last 

the following were elected to the Executive: Mr. B. J. S. 
Ninnes (President), Mr. IR'ex Radford (Vice-President), 
Mr~ Derek Trescowthick (Secretary and Treasurer), 
Mr. Don Fa1mer (AUditor), and Messrs. A. J. Chapman, 
W. G. Ahrens, L. S'. Plush, 'C. Thorn, -G. L. Wishart, 
Bert Boehm, C. Robin, J. Duffield, E. Vorhach, G. W. 
·Chinner and R. J. Wall. 

Berri 
Over 250. growers attended a meeting -on 12th January 

during Which interesting· · addresses were given by 
Messrs. H. D. Howie and P. Malloch. Also present were 
Messrs. Till and Jemison ('S.A. Dl'ied Fl'Uits Board), J. 
McKay (Export ·Control Board) and R. M. -Simes 
(A.D.F.A. Boal'd of Management). 

Mr. Howie spoke on the Commonwealth market posi
tion, _particularly allocations and quotas and stressed the 
difficulty expel'ien.ced in handling low grade fruit during 
the se1•ies of adverse seasons. Mr. Malloch referred at 
length t-o the United Kingdom and other overseas markets 
pr:oviding m11ch information dn the negotiations which 
had taken place with the U.K. Ministry of Fo.od in which 
he and Mr. L. B. O'Donnell, as members of the Export 
Control Board, had participated. As negotiations were 
still proceeding, he could not quote final prices, but was 
optimistic that the market positi-on was better now than 
it had been, for many yeal's. He urged g'l'owers to dry 
as much fruit as possible, as quantity and quality were 
the two important ma"rketing features to-day. ·Mr. 
Malloch also explained many facts concerning general 
prices and sales negotiations on -overseas markets which 
were of assistance to growers. 

A request to the Minister for ·Commerce for the early 
release of the report by the Bureau of Agricultura11 
Economics on production costs is to be sent by the 
Branch. Votes of c·onfidence in the Export Control 
Board and the Board of Management A.D.F.A. were 
passed. Mr. F. H. Nixon (Branch Chairman) presided. 

Renmark 
At the Committee meeting on 18th December which 

was presided over by Mr. E. N. Seary (Vice-Chairman) 
it was decided to invite the editor, (or his senior repre-

sentative) of the l/Munay Pioneer" to attend future 
meetings. Mr. Seary gave a brief resume of business 
carried .out at Federal Council 1950. 

Watet"view 

Mr. E. R. Flynn was appointed Chairman, Mr. R. R. 
Robinson, Deputy Ohairman, and Mr. R. M. Flynn, 
Secretary, at the annual meeting held in January. 

South Australian Prunegrowers' Association 

In presenting the annual report f'or 1950 at the 17th 
Annual Meeting on the 30th November, the Chairman, 
Mr. Trott, said that final payments for Prunes for 1950 
would be about £38 per ton greater than the 1949 season. 
His executive were concerned at the effect on costs as 
a result ,of the increase of £1 per week in the basic 
wage. Executive members elected for season 1951 were: 
Messrs. H. W. Penna and 1Cockington ('Clare), A. J. 
Ohapman and 'C. Thorn (Angaston), J. H. Klar (Hills 
districts). R. F. Trott and E. S. Dennis (Southern dis
tricts), H. W. Newton, J. Carvosso and G. Shoobridge 
(Agents' represe~tatives). 

M". D. W. Haynes (G.P.O. Box 1116-K, Adelaide) has 
been appointed Secretary in place .of Mr. J. 0. Haynes. 

Merbein 

At the Annual General Meeting on the 1st November 
presided. over by Mr. A. Rawlings, the following officers 
were elected to the executive: Messrs. A. Rawlings 
(President), A. R. McDougall (Vice-President), L. G. ' 
Cameron (Secretary), W. J. Kirwin (Treasurer). Messrs. 
Rawlings and -cameron were nominated as members of 
the Mildura Council A.D.F.A. executive. and additional 
delegates to the .Council and Victorian State Conference 
were: Messrs. Kh·win, Dowty, Power and Kneebone. 
Opini,0 n was unanimous that any departure from normal 
irrigation practice caused by the rail strike would have 
a detrimental effect on pToduction. 

At a special meeting held ·on the 15th December a 
presentation, with words of appreciation. was made to 
Mr. A. V. Lyon on his retirement as Officer-in-Charg>e,
Merbein Research Station. At a branch meeting held 
on the 24th January, anangements- w_ere completed f•or 
members to assist the appropriate bodies in the distribu
tion of harvest labour. 

THE MILDURA CO-OPERATIVE FRUIT CO. LTD. 
MILDURA 

NOMINAL CAPITAL £250,000 PAID-UP FUNDS £210,000 

Packers of all Classes of Dried and Fresh Fruits and Citrus 
Manufacturers of Jams, Marmalade, Cordials, Fruit Juices, Tomato and Worcester Sauces 
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"PADLOCK" BRAND 
Packing Houses: Mildura, lrymple, Merbein, Curlwaa (N.S.W.) 

Factory: Mildura 

All Classes of Insurance Risks Undertaken. Life Assurances Effected. 
Growers' Requisites Stocked at all Branches. 
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Special a'tticle 
PACKAGING TRADE IN OVERSEAS MARKETS 

Mr. C. J. Ward, General Manager of Co-operated Dried Fruits .Sales Pty. Ltd., gave Federal Council dele
gates a most interesting and infOrmative account of his recent trip overseas, dwelling particularly on the extent 
to which dried fruits are being sold in packets. Mr. Ward said:-

During my recent trip overseas, I made enquiries as to 
how the packaging trade was being handled in the United 
Kingdom and Canada. I propose to confine my address 
to this .subject. 

This short talk is divided into the following sections: 
(1) Packaging Trade in the United· Kingdom. 
(2) Packaging Trade in Canada. 
(3) Various Types of -Packages now being marketed 

Overseas. 
(4) Automatic and Semi-automatic Machinery 

being used for packing into small containers. 
I will deal with each sec-tion in that or-der. 

' Packaging Trade in the United Kingdom 
Pre-war some of the larger wholesalers in the United 

Kingdom were packeting fruit for sale to the retail 
trade,. but 'Yith controlled marketing under the Ministry 
of Food, the packeting of Dried Fruits by Wholesalers 
has been mote-or-less discontinued. 

Whenever I saw Dried Fruits on sale in Retail Stores 
in England and Scotland, the fruit wa:s displayed loose 
in small trays. However, when the Ministry of F·ood 
does free control, there is no doubt that those Whole
salers who did pacMet dried fruits prior to the War will 
again do so. With the trend towards selling foodstuffs 
in packets, there will obviously be a greater demand for 
packeted Dried Fruits in the United Kingdom than ever 
before, and, therefore, to ensure that the trade receives 
,Australian Dried Fruits in packets, it would appear that 
when the time is Dpportune, we should carton fruit in 
Australia and offer to the United Kingdom, but I, per
sonally, am sceptical as to the wisdom of offering ·Cur- · 
rants and Sultanas packeted in Australia for shipment 
to this market. 

It must be borne in mind that fruit would take no less 
than four to five weeks to reach the United Kingdom 
from Australia, and in some instances it would take con
siderably longer. The steamers have to pass through the 
Tropical Zone; e·onsequently there is a definite risk of'-, 
the fruit in the packets becoming reinfested with grub, 
or ·otherwise damaged in transit, thus necessitating the 
opening of the packets in England and the fruit being 
emptied out, re~leaned and repacked. 

Another :Point to be remembered is that Dried Fruits 
should not be packeted too far ahead. It is better to pack 
as the demand dictates and so ensure fresh supplies 
c,oming into the retailers' hands. 

Taking the foregoing points into consideration, it 
would appear desirable to let the packeting of Currant:>. 
and Sultanas. be done in the United Kingdom when free 
trading is resumed in that market. It would be advis
able, however, for expoTters in AUstralia to keep in 
close touch with their London Agents to ascertain 
whether or not the packeting of Au.atralian ·~currants and 
Sultanas in the_ United Kingdom was being fully ex
ploited, and if reports were to the effect that this was 
not so, then it may be necessary to risk the packeting 
being done in Australia before sbipment. However 
unless we are forced into this position, I feel certai~ 
it would be better for us to leave the packeting ·of 
Currants and Sultanas to be done by Wholesalers in .the 
United Kingdom, and thus ensure the ft·uit being recMved 
by the consuiner in a clean and fresh condition. 
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Packaging Trade in Canada 
I was very pleased to see the rapid. pt•ogress that is 

being made in Canada. in the packeting ·Of Australian 
Currants and Sultanas into small containers for retail 
trade. 

The main Distributing Centres for Dried Fruits in 
Canada are Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, Toronto, Winni
peg and Vancouver. 

In Montreal, Quebec and Halifax there are firms who 
buy Australian Dried Fruits on their own acc.ount and 
pack same into cartons under their own brand for sale 
to the trade. 

In Toronto there is a Packaging Company who, 
although they do not ·buy fruit on their own account, 
do supply a packaging service to those buyers who 
purchase fruit in bulk from .Nustralia, and who require 
portion of their fruit to be packed into cartons under 
their own pal'ticular brand. 

It is of interest to note that there are s·ome Chain 
Store Grocers and large Departmental Store:;; who do 
their own packaging, but most of them prefer to pur
chase their fruit ah'eady packaged. 

·In view of what I have said it will be seen that there 
are facilities available in all the main Distributing 
Centres in Canada for the packeting of Australian Dried 
Fruits, except that we are weak in ·one section-----,New
foundland. A year or two ago Newfoundland was in
corporated into Canada. Prior to that it purchased all 
its Dried Fruits from California, and to a great extent 
is still doing so. Newfoundland does get supplies of 
recleaned Australian fruit for the Bakery trade, but at 
least 50% ·of the total 'annual sales is in packets and 
exclusively in Californian packets. So that our fruit 
in packets will be available in Newfoundland, arrange
ments have been made with a manufacturer there to 
install a manual packaging set-up and supplies of Aus
tralian Dried Fruits have already been forwarded to 
enable him to make a start. It is his intention to ulti
mately install an automatic packing unit. 

D~mand Growing 
The demand for Australian fruit in packets is growin{)' 

rapidly, and it is fnteresting to note that one or tw~ 
of the packers in the bigger centres like Toronto and 
Vancouve.r, who are now pa:ckaging manually, have 
decided to install automatic packaging units in the near 
future to cope vyith this increased demand. 

Thus it ~an be .confide~tly_ asserted that the marketing 
of Austrahan Dr1ed Frmts m packets in Canada is not 
being neglected in any way, and I think our volume of 
tra?~ .b;> Ca~ada will increase because ,of the improved 
faci.htles ~h1ch ~re no~ available for packaging Aus
tralian Dried Frmts haymg the effect of cutting into the 
sale of _Californian packeted fruit in this market. 

About a year ago C.D.F.,S. advised those firms in 
Canada who specialise in packaging that provided the 
packaging of Australian ·Currants and Sultanas in 
Canada was fully exploited, and that there was some 
reference -on the packages to the effect that the fruit 
eontained therein was Australian, it would not offer 
buyers in that market Currants and Sultanas packaged 
in Australia. 
. With this aSsurance the Packaging Companies in 

Canada felt it was safe to invest money in improving 
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their plants. The resl;llts have been encouraging and 
beneficial to all concerned and a vindication of the policy 
of C.D.F.S. in encouraging the packaging of Australian 
fruit in Canada. 

It is interesting to comment here that every packet 
of Australian fruit I saw in Canada did have reference 
to the fact that the fruit contained therein was Aus
tralian which is somethiri.g we always wanted to see 
initiat~d in Canadal We feel that our fruit is the equal 
of, if not better than, fruit from other Producing 
Countries. 

The success achieved in developing the packaging trade 
in Canada is tbe reason why I suggested earlier in this 
talk that it is better to encourage the packaging of 
Australian Dried FTuits in the United Kingdom rather 
than for us to do the packaging here before shipment. 

Various Types of Packages being Marketed 

I saW Dried Fruits packed into various types of packets, 
such as:-

The Brown Kraft Bag: ·This is just an ordinary brown 
paper bag with a gusset side and printed matter thereon. 
It is put up specially for the poorer class trade. They 
have what is termed "super markets" where foodstuffs 
are sold cheaply, and this is the type of packet that is 
sold in these markets. 

The printed Parchment Bag with Greaseproof or Wax 
Liner: This bag can be heat-sealed and is more-or-less 
.similar in style to the cellophane or plio:film bag, with 
the exception that the fruit is not visible through the 
packet. There is a big trade in this bag. It is- just an 
ordinary,.,parchment paper bag with a colour design, but it 
has a greaseproof liner which is heat-sealed to· make an 
airtight package. This type of bag is also packed with 
a- plio:film lining, which is also heat-sealed and makes an 
airtight package. 

The Cellophane Bag: This _type of contain~r is used a 
great deal bv Chain Stores. In some instances the bags 
are heat-sealed and in other instances the bag is just 
folded over and stapled. 

T;he Pliofilm Bag: This bag is gradually supplantjng 
the cellopha:he bag, over which it bas certain advantages 
inasmuch as it will not crack under extreme heat ·or 
cold, whereas the cellophane bag is inclined to split 
under sudden changes of temperature. Pliofilm bags are 
all heat-sealed. 

The Printed Cardboard Carton: This type of carton is 
used extensively by Californian packers and is similar 
to the cardboard carton used for the Australian- trade, 
with the exception that in Australia tuck-in ends are 
used mainly, whereas in California the ends ·of the 
cartons are ·glued. However, the mere fact of glueing 
the ends of the carton does not make them airtight. 

The Plain Cardboard Carton· wrapped in Printed Cello
phane or Foil Outer: This carton is becoming increasingly 
popular. The carton itself is made from plain cardboard, 
'around which is wrapped printed cellophane or foil. 
Both the cellophane alld foil, when wrapped around the 
carton, are heat-sealed, and it is claimed makes an air
tight package, 

Californian Fruit iit Packets 

Most of the ,Californian fruit sold in small containers 
is put up in either the printed carton as we know it here 
·or the plain cardboard carton wrapped in either printed 
cellophane., pliofilm or foil. .Foil wrappers would be 
rather costly, but they are used fairlY extensively, no 
doubt for a special type of trade. , 

Australian Dried Fruits in small containers as sold in 
Canada are mainly packed in Pliofilm or Celiophane bags, 
although there is a proportion sold packed in the printed 
cardboard carton, 
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I would say there is a certain demand for each par· 
ticular type of package I have commented on, but in 
U .. S.A. most of the fruit in small containers is sold in 
cartons, whereas in Canada there would be ahout 50 
per cent. in Pliofilm, Cellophane ,or Parchment bags and 
50 -per cent. in cartons. 

Machinery for Packaging Dried Fruits 
I know there is keen interest being shown by growers 

as to the development that has taken place in regard 
to automatic packaging of Dried Fruits into small con
tainers. During my trip I saw several types of machinery 
which c,ould be used to go·od advantage by us in Aus
tralia. 

I brought back with me details of all the machines I 
investigated. They fall into the following categories:

(a) Automatic Weighers; 
(b) 'Machines for automatically packing into card

board cartons with greaseproof liners or inner 
bags; 

(c) Autoillatic Wrapping Machines; 
(d) gemi-autOmatic heat-sealing machines. 

I do not PlfPPOSe to give details of every machine, 
but I would like to make the following brief comments. 

Automatic Weighers 
None of the automatic weighers I s~y.r compared 

favourably with the English "Driver'' unit which is being 
used in the packaging of Currants and Sultan9s at the 
C.D.F.•S. Factory at Irymple. This unit, which has bee11 
operatine: there for some considerable time without any 
maj·or adjustment, has never caused us any trouble 
whatsoever. ·'>-. 

The units in use in Canada and America are not as 
acCurate. In America most of the automatic weighers 
operate on what is te-rmed the ''volumetric weigMng 
principle," which, in effect, means the volume of 1 lb. 
weight is ascertained and the machine adjusted so that 
it automatically dJscharges that volume into each packet. 
Each individual dischartte into the packet is not actually 
weighed, whereas the "Driver" unit, which is in use at 
Irvmple, actually weighs the contents of each packet 
individually and is very accurate. 

The inference, therefore, is that the best type of 
machine ·for the Dried Fruits Industry as far as weigh
ing into small c-ontainers is concerned is definitely the 
"Driver" weighing machine. 

Automatic Packers 
Machine for Automatically P.,acking into Cardboard 

Cartons with Greaseproof Liners or Inner Bags: The 
machine manufactured by Fr. Hesser, of Stuttgart, Ger
many, is in my opinion superior to any of the other 
'types I investjgated. It is compact and does not take 
·up much floor space. The principle under which this 
machine operates is as follows. 

The cartons are fed to the machine in the flat without 
being glued. The linings are supplied from a reel of 
greaseproof paper attached to the machine. As · the
required amount of Greaseproof is guillotined off, it is 
made into a bag around which the flat carton is formed. 

After the carton is formed it is then glued on the 
side seam and at one end and then taken to the filling 
hopper with the open throat uppermost. After the 
carton is filled it is transferred to a closing adjustment 
which folds the inn~r bag with a zig-zag and tUck-in 
motion. The carton is then passed through guides which 
glue the flap and close the carton dOwn. 

This machine is being used by two of the largest 
Foodstuffs Packaging Compi:tnies in the United Kingdom 
and is giving every satisfaction. I could not cbtain a 
definite price quotation for this machine, but I was given 
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an approximate figure of from £6000 to £6500 f.o.b. 
Hamburg. This price is subject to considerable fluctua
tion and I would say it would rise. Delivery is at least 
fifteen months to two years after placing of the order. 

There are machines available in the U.S.A. which 
would be suitable for packaging Australian Dried Fruits, 
but they take up a great deal more floor space and are 
practically double the C·ost of the "Hesser" unit, and as 
far as I could see were no more efficient. 

Automatic Wrapping Machine 

The purpose of this machine is to wrap cellophane or 
Pliofilm around rigid packages such as ca.rdboard cartons. 
There have been limited enquiries from the Australian 
trade within the last twelve months for Currants and 
Sultanas in cartons with an outer cellophane wrapper 
and, therefore, it was advisable to see what type of 
machine was available f.or this work. 

· Aifter due investigation I came, to the conclusion that 
the wrapping machines available in Australia for this 
type of work are quite as efficient as anything I saw 
Overseas and, therefore, I do not consider there would 
be any advantage in importing a machine from Overseas. 

Semi-Automatic Heat-sealing Machines 

These units are for use in heat-sealing Pliofilm or 
Cellophane bags. Your attention is drawn to the fact 
that I have referred to these machines as "semi
automatic." I was surprised to note that the plants 
Overseas engaged in the packaging of Dried Fruits into 
Cellophane or Pliofilm bags did not have any provision 
for the automatic filling of the bags. In every case the 
bag itself was picked up. by hand and held under the 
weighing hopper for the fruit to be discharged into it. 
After this was done the bags were placed .on moving 
belts and carried along to the automatic heat-sealing 
machine, where they had to be again handled by the 
operator, who held the top of the bags tight and guided 
same into the heat sealer. 

T.he actual heat sealing of the bag was quick in op~ra
tion, and, provided the machine was fed consistently, 
its output was, I would say, anything from 50 to 60 
packets per minute~ 

The best heat-sealing machine I saw was the American 
"Doughboy" unit, and the manufacturers of this machine 
are writing me giving full particulars of price and 
earliest delivery that could be promised after the placing 
of an order. 

However, I am not eertain that the demand f,or Dried 
Fruits in Cellophane bags in Australia is sufficient to 
warrant incurring the expenfole of importing one of these 
machines at the moment. 

This completes my talk on packaging, Mr. Chairman. 
However, I would be pleased to give any further informa
tion Delegates may like to obtain regarding the different 
types of machinery I saw. 

I have pamphlets with me which can be made avail
able f.~r perusal, i,f desired. 

Travellers return 
At the November meeting of the Board of ManageM 

ment, the Chairman, Mr. H. D. Howie, welcomed back 
Messrs. P. Malloch and L. B.. -0 1Donnell, members of the 
Board, and Mr. C. J. Ward, General Manager of CoJ 
operated Dried F1•uits Sales Pty. Ltd., an Agents' repreM 
sentative to the Board. T:he result ·of the visits of these 
gentlemen is referred to in other parts of this issue. 

Chairman of Federal Council 
III' appointing Mr. J. R. Gordon, of Irymple, as Chair

man ·of 1950 Federal Council, delegates made a wise 
and popular selection. Growers in Sunraysia area par
ticularly will know him as the son of Mr. Dave Gordon, 
a Mil dura pioneer; as a scientific viticulturist, and a 
Shire Councillor. The Industry will know him as Chair
man of the Advisory Committee of the Merbein Research 
Station, Chairman of the Mildura Dried Fruits Associa
tion brancch of The A.D.F.A., and a member of the 
Commonwealth Dried Fruits Control Board. 

His skill in handling the business at Federal Council 
calls for congratulation and marks him as a worthy 
successor to the retiring Chairman, Mr. L. B. O'Donnell. 

Retirement of Red Cliffs Director 
Mr. C. M. Mackie has announced his retirement from 

the Board of Red Cliffs Co-op. Oo. A i-ribUte has been 
paid to Mr. Mackie's valuable and outstanding services 
during his years -of directorship. 

Renmark Labour Bureau 
The Renmark Harvest Labour Committee has recom

mended that a bureau should be opened again this year. 
Last year's bureau allotted available labour to growers 
with a minimum of delay. The appointment of an inter
preter is urged because of language difficulties with New 
Australians. ' 

CUT THIS OUT AND POST 
To the Editor, ''Australian Dried Wruits Newa, '' 

46 Queen Street, Melbourne, C.l, Vic. 

AFTER ANSWERING THESE QUESTIONS. 

? Did you !ike the Editorial? If not, why? ........................ . 

? Do you like the new format of.the "News"? If not why?. 

How could it be improved? .... ·········; 

Y. Have you any suggestions for inclusion in future issues? 

Signature .............. "············· ................... . 
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fl'tculucticm and .Mwtfteting, 
TREE FRUITs-SEASON 1950 

The 1950 crop 
been completed 

of Tree Fruits was disposed of principally -overseas. The· distribution tq. the various markets 
has by Head Office, and includes non-AISsociation tonnages. 

Market. Apricots Peaches Pears Nectarines 

Split 
1 
Whole 

tons tons 

Commonwealth Civil .. 319 55o 
Services .......... ~ 
Interstate Ships' Stores .. I 
Overseas Ships' Stores 45~ 
New Zealand 313 91; 
Continent .. . . . . .. 11 

690l: 65 

Split 
tons 

79> 

53~ 
35! 

1681< 

Whole· 
tons 

24 

24 

Split 
tons tons 

68 12! 

• l: 

22il 2 
101< 

. .. --·---· 
101 14~ 

Distribution of Tree Fruits in Australia 

The A.D.F.A. distribution to the various States for 
split fruit. Comparisons between States are interesting:-

Season· 1950 has been compiled. It· relates ·only to 

Market Apricots Peaches 
tons tons 

South Australia .. 
Victoria _. . . . . . 
New South Wales 
Queensland . . . . 
Western Australia 
Tasmania ..... . 

81 
46 
34 
41 
10 

2 

214 

Production Costs Committee 

15 
10 
20 
17 

3 
1 

66 

The question of an increased price for Commonwealth 
sales of the coming crop is a live one for growers, their 
branches of The A.D.F.A., and the Board of Manage
ment. A pl'eliminary decision on prices is f,or the PTo
duction Costs Committee to investigate all expenses 
relative to the production of the 1951 crop, and so 
submit to the Board of Management a ~chedule which 
may be accepted as an accurate basis for appropriate 
action. 

It is the l'esfwnsibility of the Board of Management 
to decide Commonwealth prices, and the schedule, 
accurately prepared, provides the essential facts. It 
has a further value in that, while the Industry at present 
may fix its own prices without reference to .governmental 
price control authorities, The A.D,F.AL can, if so re
quested, substantiate the reasons f.or any rise it might 
tske. The need to substantiate its actions in regard to 
future price fixing was obvious to The A,D.F.A. when 
de-control was granted at the beginning of 1950. 

There are two reasons which forces the Industry to 
seek an increased price on the Commonwealth market: 

(i) To absoTb the -increased costs of production 
since last harvest; and 

(ii) to meet the serious heavy processing costs by 
packing houses which must tend to increase as 
the processing .of the fruit continues through 
1951. 

With the constant upsurge of c-osts of all items of 
production, the schedule prepared 'by the Committee 
must not only embrace the lag occasioned by any rises 
incurred after the date of compilation yet before prices 
are announced and sales are made, but must have full 
regard· to those rises which affect the grower and ·Occur 
during the long drawn out processing period of a bad 
year. 
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Pears N~ctarines Prunes 
tons tons tons 

·-----··~-

7 5 72 
16 156 

5 - 213 
23 3 178 

2 1 38 
13 

·-----

53 9 670 
--- ---

To meet these "unknown costs" of an exti'emely 
vulnerable seasonal industry, the policy of The A.D.F.A. 
Board of Management is, in the event of a reversion 
to price control, to ensure that recognition is given to 
the principle. that the price factor includes a "reserve" 
which will compensate for the rainy days. 

With accurately prepared cost schedules to guide the 
Board of Management in its responsibility -of price fixing 
there appears to be no reason why governmental control 
ever should be re-imposed, but no one can foretell the 
steps which' may have to be taken to attempt the" arrest 
of inflation. ,Suffice it is to .say that if price control 
is re-imposed the Industry's right to obtain a fair 
mol?-etary return on i~s production will be well-supported 
by Its carefully compiled costs schedules. 

1950 Season Pack 
Much has heen said in misinformed statements about 

the allocation ·of the 1950 crop to the several markets.' 
The answer was given to growers in the November issue 
of the "News" who, individually and colJectively have 
been appalled at the "snowballing" losses on lat~-filled 
racks when tons of fruit dl'opped to hundredweights, 

As an indi~ation of the pro-blem of "guess-timating" 
t~e out-tuTn m the worst season in memory, it is per
tment to note that the fruit included in the estimates at 
November was already held at packing houses for treat- -
ment, plus s-ome in growers' hands for late spring atten
tion ·to avoid dehydration costs. 

At the 14th August 1950, the pack was estimated to 
produce 57,594 tons, yet during September this figure 
had dropped by 1535 tons! T:he estimated pack stood 
at 56,059 tons when the Board ,of Management met in 
November. 

It is the story of a bad year when shipping arrange
ments, grades for certain buyers, and supplies generally 
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went "haywire"; a bad year as the weather created its 
adversities; a bad year to attempt any reliable estimates 
of out-turn; a bad, year which complicated marketing, 
and, finally, a bad year for the grower. 

Is it opportune to wish ourselves a "Happy and Pros
per.ous New Year"? To those whose. responsibility it is 
to arrange the marketing of the fruit, a 11prosp'erous" 
year of good crops and grades will mean_ a "happy" yea-r 
as far as marketing goes. "Guess-timates" will then be 
"safe· estimates," and the nightmare problems of the 
1950 Season will be of the past~ 

T·onnages analysed ·by States and varieties were shown 
to be:-

State of Currants Sultanas Lexias Total 
Producti-on. tons tons tons tons 

Victoria and N.S.W. 
(!Niver 'Murray) 7,077 36,399 2,179 45,655 . 

South Australia 3,680 4,700 249 8,629 
Western Australia .. 1,517 198 60 1,775 

12,274 41,297 2,488 56,059 
. --·· --- ---

Sulphate and Super 
The sharp rise- in :mperphosphate prices since the sub·· 

sidy was remov,;ed and the extremely bigh cost of Bulphate 
of ammonia is •of concern to growers and efforts are 
being made to obtain some alleviation. 

While it might be c'onsidered in Canberra circles that 
primary producers generally no longer need the subsi-dy, 
the position of the Dried Fruits Industry is such that 
this form of assistance is warranted. 

Green Tinge 
The problem -of green tinge is a C·ostly and worrying 

one to growers, and with the approach of ·w.hat promises 
to be a season of good quality fruit the problem can 
soon be with them again. 

Following -on the request of the Vicbo~ian State Con
ference, the Board of Management took up the matter 
of a greateT tolerance in colour grades with the Depart
ment of ·Commerce. The Board's views are best expressed 
in the terms of the General Secretary's letter sent to 
the •Department. 

HJ have to advise that at the Victol"ian State Con
ference ·of this Association held in Robinvale on the 
16th October last, a resolution was passed requesting 
the Board of Management to take appropriate steps to 
relax the green tinge barrier due to the increasing costs 
of labour and material. 

"My Board accordingly g::ive consideration to this 
request at its meeting which was held towards the end 
of November, and I have been instructed to communicate 
with you to ascertain whether your Department can 
agree to adopt a more tolerant standard which would 
permit the acceptance by packing houses of lightly tinged 
fruit. It is felt that the exceedingly high, (and rising), 
costs of labour and materials to-day in completely 
eliminating green tinge are such that the interests of the 
Industry, in obtaining the requisite production of Dried 
Fruits, would be -better served if your Department could 
comply with this request. 

"In making this request, it is not suggested that your 
Department should permit the delivery to and acceptance 
by packing houses •of harsh gteen tinged fruit which 
would not improve in colour after processing. It is 
considered that the standard adopted -by your· Depart
ment in past yeaxs when many tons of lightly tinged 
fruit were rejected, could, without danger to the local 
consumer 10r the export market, be eased. 

"I should be pleased if, at your convenience; I could 
receive the views of your Department for submission to 
my Board." 
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The Department have sent this sympathetic l'eply:
"The point which you raise has already been given 

s·ome further consideration by our dried fruits super.,. 
vis.ors, who have discussed the matter with the· Merbein 
Research .Station. 

"You will .be aware that Mr. Orton has been working 
at Merbein on the problem but, unfortunately, the diffi
culties of last season requiTed that the work on green 
tinge be modi.fied to enable more pressing investigations 
to be carried out in 'order to assist in the saving of last 
year's crop. 

"However, I understand that certain encouraging re
sults have already been achieved and your Association 
can be assured that we will be guided in our own attitude 
by the results reached by Mr. -Orton and other research 
workers. 

"Although the fruit which yoU describe as lightly 
tinged has always been accepted for processing and 
packing, Mr. Golbey has made the suggestion that, f.or 
the guidance of packers and inspectors and to achieve 
uniformity, a sample of sultanas containing the maximum 
of green tinge acceptable to this Department be fixed 
by the Grade Fixing Committee. This suggestion appears 
to have considerable merit, and I should be glad of your 
views on the proposal before the Committee meets at 
the commencement of the forthcoming season." 

So'· that the Ass'Ociation's proposals could be c-Onsidered 
fully before the Grade Fixing Committee meets, the 
Board ·of Management at its January meeting felt that 
discussions between the Mildura District •Council 
A.D.F.A., the Mildura Packers' Association, and local 
grower-members of the New South Wales and Victorian 
Dried Fruits Boards would be most helpful. Mr. H. 
Y•oungs, Chairman of the District Council has, therefore, 
been asked to convene a meeting at once. 

Estimated Packs-Season 1951 

Cunants 17,700 tons 
Sultanas 47,600 

" Lexias .. .. 5,500 
" 70,800 

Apric-ots 600 
" Peaches .. .. 185 
" Pears 156 
" Nectal'ines 19 " I 

Prunes .. 1,550 " 2,510 

Total . . .. . . . . . . . . 73,310 

In addition, it is estimated that M.F. and Wlhole Dried 
Tree Fruits will amount to 45 tons of Apricots, 90 tons 
of Peaches, and 10 tons of Pears. 

Since these estimates were prepared the outlook has 
deteriorated. As this issue goes ·to press no estimate ·:,', 
can be formed, but 70,00,0 tons of vine fruits will not 
be achieved. 

W.A. Crop Report · 

The Currant crop was about a fortnight later. This 
was due to the" co-ol weather, which delayed cincturing 
and held back the colouring of the fruit. Black Spot 
was fairly prevalent in the early part of the season, but 
the crop was saved where sprays had been used. 

fn general tbe crop is better than last year. Some 
of _the strong vines which suffered damage from last 
year's storm are on the light side. TheTe is some talk 
of diversion through lack •of labour and insufficient prices 
for Dried Fruits. Spraying was found to be giving better 
results than dusting, and the use of wettable and colloidal 
sulphur is finding favour. 
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Robinvale Report 

At the Victorian State Conference held at Robinvale 
last October, delegates were privileged to listen to an 
excellent address by Mr. A. Magrath, Field Officer of 
the Department of Agriculture. Mr. Magrath said:~ 

"Progress of Settlement. The· progress made in Robin
vale since 1947 has been too extensive and intensive 
to report in detail in the time allotted, but the following 
is an outline of the Settlement. Part of the area was 
originally an Agricultural College reserve and part was 
Crown Lease land which has been resumed. The layout 
was originally designed by the .State Rivers & Water 
Supply Commission and was subjected to amendment by 
the Soldier Settlement Commission. The basic aim was, 
and stili is, for a total of 15 acres of dried frmi'ts per 
block to be made up of 10 acres of Sultanas, 5 acres of 
Gordos, the remaining suitable soil will be planted with 
fresh fruits and citrus where suitable. 

"There has already been a gross area of 2710 acres 
allotted to 100 settlers. Out of this there is 2200 acres 
suitable for planting. This gives an average of 22 acres 
of commandable and suitable soil per block-the remain
ing 500 acres is taken up with houses and rack s-pace 
and unsuitable soil. Another 35 blocks will be allotted 
in the near future and will be planted up next year. 
It is expected that the foUowing year another 31 blocks 
will be allotted and planted in 1952. T'his will represent 
the full capacity for the pumps as at present. It is 
expected that these 16-6 blocks will be the full extent 
of Soldier Settlement within the area-this Will mea.n a 
total gross area •of approximately 4500 acres or 3650 
acres of commandable and suitable soil allotted. 

"·Layout of' Blocks. The first settler arrived here on 
27th August, 1947. There are 29 settlers in the 1st 
allocation. First allocation blocks did produce up to •one 
ton per acre last year-that is in their third year and first 
crop. 

"The Sultanas are on trellis. Posts are 7 ft. in length 
and either box or belar with some pine. Sultanas are 
planted 8 ft. apart, three vines to the panel in rows 
11 ft. apart. 

"!Riacks are 50 yards long, i.e., 15 bay, 10 tier, 4 ft. 
netting_and 8 :ft. gaL-iron roof. The ends are steel and 
dow led. , The intermediates are 4 in. x 4 in. red gum. 
EventuallY the Soldier Settlement Commission will erect 
6 racks per block. 

ulrrigation. The Soldier Settlement Commission put 
2 x 5000 gallon and 1 x 1000 gallon tanks per block. 
The water is pumped from the river by means 10f three 
pumps. The smallest is a 15 cusec puml), driven by a 
250 h.p. Balison Malcomb Compound Engine, brought 
here from Coreena. It was first used on 14th August, 
1947. The other two pumps are 35 cuse~ pumps driven 
by two 520 h.p. Thompson Castlemaine Triple expansion 
motors. These were first used •on the 6th July, 1949. 
Tlhese two big pumps are used until the end of irrigation 
is near, then the small one is started and the big ones 
are closed off. Normal time for pumping on irrigation 
is about 3 weeks. 

'"T,he water is pumped 56 chain to "A" relift through 
rising mains. There are two rising maills, a 42 in. pipe
line f1or the two big pumps and a 27 in .. i)ipe-line for the 
smaller pump. They have an eighty feet lift. "A" relift 
has a 12 cusec pump with a 40 h.p. motor---tfrom this 
26 blocks are beirig watered, the pipes are reinfor.ced 
and from 12 in. to 33 in. diameter. The main channel 
starts at 11A" relift and travels for two miles-it is a 
concrete lined ch_annel-the cost of which is £200 a chain. 
There are two -syphons in the channel to carry it over 
depressions. ·They are reinf•orced concrete pipes-one 
is 63 in. diameter, the other 33 in. The 6•3 in. syphon 
was originally an air raid shelter at the Maribyrnong 
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Munition Factory. Each of them are 9 chain long. The 
flow is 75 cusec above the syphon and 30 cusec below. 
There are five gravity pipelines coming from the main 
channel whiclh waters 34 blocks. At 11B" relift there 
is a 6 cusec pump which waters 20 blocks. 

11Altogether there is 61,000 feet of pipeline, east of 
t-he railway line-that is appr-oximately 11~ mile of 
pipeline which varies from 33 in. to 12 in.-this does 
not include the rising main. Water is delivered to the 
west side of the railway line by a 24 in. gravity pipeline 
Which takes off from the main channel at No. 1 syphon. 
There are 7 blocks watered by gravity from this 24 in. 
line. This line goes to "C" relift wliiCJh has a 4 cusec 
pump and is now watering 12 blocks. The material has 
been ordered f.or 11E" relift, which will complete the 
watering system oyer the whole area. 

11There is -over 25,000 feet of pipeline already laid on 
the west side and anoi.Jher 60,000 feet to be put in (part 
of this is already in). This makes a sum total of 15~ 
miles of pipeline, 2 mile of concrete lined channel, and 
112 c:hain of rising main already in use, when the other 
60,000 feet is in, the total pipeline will be 27~ mile. 

"Provis·ion _ for electricity~. The Swan Hill Shire sup
plied a Ruston Hornsby electrical power unit and elec-
tricity was betng generated for the first time on 18th 
May. The State Rivers & Water Supply Commission 
maintain ·bhe unit. Up-to-date there are ap}Jl'>Oximately 
90 consumers of which about 50 are Soldier Settlers. 
It is expected that the S.E.C. will eventually supply this 
area with electricity. The. cost of power at the moment 
is 6d. a unit, room rent .iS 1/6 a month. There is also 
a meter charge of 1/- a quarter. It is expected that the 
S.E.•C. will be cheaper than this. 

HA future town plan has been drawn up and is on dis
play for any•one interested. 

"Soil investigations. A discovery of high water tables, 
due to irrigation methods, has warranted investigation. 
It is known that the soil in this area -was high in salt 
content before it was irrigated-but not higher than_ other 
Mallee Settlements (up to 200-average 60-80 parts per 
100,000). Tlhe salt content is now very low-this, of 
course, is due to the leaching effect of irrigation. But 
as there is a co·nsiderable area of the settlement with a 
high water table it .can be reasonablY expected that this 
salt will, in places, return to the surface. A close watCJh 
is being kept on whether salt is a'ccumulating in the 
surface from the water table and on the salt content of 
the water table Vines and upper soil horiz-ons. 

11Last Autumn, an extensive leaf survey was made of 
the first allocation of vines. Wherever leaves showed 
signs of scorching, samples were taken and sent to 
Melbourne for analysis. This leaf survey was followed 
by a water table survey of the first allocation bl.ocks. 
Soil samples were taken and wherever a water table was 
located, water samples were taken. Although all results 
have not yet been received, the ones that have been 
'indicate that, up to <late, no seriously Mgh salt contents 
occur in the upper soil horiz.ons. 

11There are many factors controlling the rise of salt 
in the soil, so that it is not possible to say when S'B.lt 
damage of vines will begin. But test wells have been 
placed on blocks and samples will be taken at_ least once 
per year in the future, so that a close check on salt 
accumulation is bEdng kept. 

1'ln the coming season, bunch growth measurements 
will be made ·on the various soil types in t.he area, in an 
effort to determine the ideal period between ii-rigations. 
Instruction on the more efficient use of irrigation water 
is being given to the settlers. Observations and investi
gations of any unusual symptoms on the vines are being. 
made and advice given accordingly.'' 
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WORLD PRODUCTION OF TREE FRUITS 
The United States Dept. of Agriculture in "Foreign 

Crops and Ma1·kets" provide some comments on ·1950 
production of Peaches, Apricots; Pears and Prunes. 

Peaches: Main production was in U.S.A., Argentina, 
Australia, Chile and South Africa. World production 
was 10,500 (short) tons compared with 20,100 (short) 
tons in 1949. Production is the smallest for the last 
25 years. The U.S.A. is the world's largest producer. 
The whole of the .AJrgentine pack will be consumed in that 
country, where the consumption of Pearches is greater 
than that -of dried Apples, Apricots and Pears combined. 
In Chile Peach trees are being replaced with Apricots 
and -other Tree fruit due to insect pests and diseases. 
All production is consumed in the country. The prin
cipal reasons for the smaller pack in South Africa were 
shortage of labour and high production costs. As imports 
are not permitted, the local market will absorb all pro
duction. United States exports were very small com
pared to previous years. The Netherlands, Sweden and 
Italy were the main purchasers. The p1·ospects for 
further exports are not bright. 

Apricots: Pceoduction was 21,900 (short) tons com
pared with 23,300 tons in 1949. Iran, A1·gentina, Chile, 
Spain and Syria record modest increases; Australia and 
U.S.A. had lower tonnages. Spain reported hail and 
insect damage. The demand for fresh fruit and the 
pulp industry have affected drying tonnages. Iran had 
an insignificant cm·ry-over from: the 1949 ctop. Belgium, 
Switzerland and the Netherlands were the main im
porters from U.S.A. All countries, except U.S.A. and 
Iran, disposed of their production by the end of 1950. 
The lack .of dollar exchange in some European countries 
has driven buyers to markets wheTe dollars are not 
required. ' 

Pears: Production of United States, Argentina, Aus
tralia and South Africa was 2500 (short) tons compared 
with 3200 tons in 1949. Production in Argentina is 
about three times greater than in 1949, but would have 
been higher had not frost severely damaged the crop. 
This country is removing Pear trees and replacing with 
Arpples, due to better returns. Chile wiH consume her 
entire production. U.S.A. exports were higher than in 
the previous year, the principal destination being the 
Netherlands. Fra""nce, Sweden, Germany, Norway and 
other European countries also imported from America, 
but the prospects for large exports in the future are 
not brigh,t. 

Prunes: World production was the smallest since 1944 
and stood at 182,200 (short) tons for 1950 compared 

su:::w: 

with 213.700 tons in 1949. The small pack in the 
U.S.A., the largest producer, is the principal 1·eason for 
the drop. France, South Africa and the Balkans all 
experienced lower crops. France sustained hail, insect 
and drought; Argentina a shortage of water. France 
maY expmt 1000 tons. The situation in Yugoslavia is 
uncertain ·due to food shortages and complicating econo
mic and political factors. U.S.A. exports were higher 
tha-n in 1949-79,700 (short) tons as against 77,343. 
Germariy imported 23,738 tons, United Kingdom 21,75R, 
Sw€del) 9173. U.S.A. opinion is that with a short supply. 
of dried fruits generally the demand from abroad should 
be good. 

THE OUTLOOK FOR DRIED VINE FRUITS 
With a very light pack for 1950 in the U.S.A. the 

world supply position has recently changed favourably 
towards producing countries. The eff'ect of a world 
.shortage on the disposal of Australian production is 
shown in Mr. P. Malloch's address which has been issued 
in booklet form. The following summary prepared from 
comments in the California Fruit News (16/12/50) 
should be noted at the same time. 

U . .S.A. raisin production-for 1950 was 150,950 tons, to 
which must be added packers' stocks at 1st July 1950 and 
from whiCh must be deducted .. deliveries made from that 
date to 1st December 1950. This left an availability of 

,109,000 tons and after calcUlating the minimum require
ments of packers for use just in advance of the next 
crop, provided less than 90,000 tons for doinestic require
ments, t~xports and military and government demands. 
This tonnage is less than the actual domestic consump
tion, hit .December to 31st August of the previous year. 

Production of 150,950 tons for 1950 compares with 
261,000 rons for 1949, 232,000 tons 1948, and 306,000 
tons for 1947. 

Stati!'Jtically, it is reported, that the raisin market is 
in excellent shape from the supply standpoint. 

U.S.A. Consutitption Declining 
In a recent U.S.A. survey to ascertain raisin consump

tion and its possibilities, it was .found that average 
domest1c consumption from 1934 to 1938 was 2.2 lbs. per 
head, wnereas by 1944 it had declined to 1.9 lbs. Two
thirds of Californian raisins marketed domestically are 
used in_ manufactured foods such, as raisin bread, raisin 
pie and: other bakery products. Raisin bread is the most 
widely distributed raisin food, but sales have dropped 
by one-half since pre-war. Raisins in pies have declined 
to a Vel:Jf small percentage of what was used formerly. 
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The consuming public are not very well aware of the 
high natural food values in raisins and there may be 
opportunities of increasing _their p-opularity. (California 
Fruit News-16/12/50.) 

CONTROVERSY ON PRICES 
Whenever criticism of the Industry -occurs it is as 

well to ventilate it and provide adequate explanations. 
By such means growers can impartially form an opinion 
for themselves. 

Such criticism occurred recently when Mess1·8. Mac
Gillivray, M.P. for Chaffey, and P. H. Quirke, M.P. for 
Stanley, jointly wrote a letter to the "Adelaide Adver
tiser." To this letter Mr. H. D. ·Howie, Chairman -of the 
Board, replied. The salient points of criticism and ·of 
the explanations are given below. 

The Criticism 
The price of dried fruits to the grower is hopelessly 

inadequate, and the low price is largely due to lack of 
fight on the part of leaders in the dried fruits industry, 
plus the agreement between the Commonwealth and 
U.K. Goverriments in which the growers' interests were 
not considered. 

The Explanations 
During the war yeaTs and up tiU 1950 prices we1·e 

controlled first by the Commonwealth, and later by the 
States. 

The A.D.F.A. yearly submitted claims to the Prices 
Commissioner who only admitted rises on proved in
creases of costs from 1940, and rarely admitted them 
in full. 

In 1950 the States agreed to The A.P.F.A. setting 
prices on the understanding that not more than 2d. lb. 
would be taken. The A.D.F.A. immediately increased 
prices by 2d. 

When the present 5-year agreement with the U.K. 
was being negotiated, Messrs. Malloch and Howie ad
dressed meetings of growers. Terms of the agreement 
were submitted for gyowers' consideration. At every 
meeting the proposed agreement was fully discussed and 
approved unanimously. 

Allocation of Dried Fruits to Commonwealth Market 
T,he f·ollowing statement has been received from the 

N.S.W. Dried Fruits Board for I>ublication. 
"Owing to the fact that Mr. O'Donnell was engag€d 

on a mission for the Industry in the United Kingdom, 
it was not possible to obtain a full attendance of mem
bers of the New South Wales Board when this c·ontroversy 
arose. The views .of all members have now been obtaine-4 
and have been conveyed to the Victorian and South 
Australian Boards. 

"The New South Wales members consider that each 
authority within the Industry has well-defined respon
sibilities and powel'S and th~? all<ocation of fruit for the 
Australian market is the undivided prerogative of The 
A.D.F.A. Tlhe State Boards are able only to fix the 
maximum that may be sold in the re3pective States. 
The Boards cannot under the quota system compel the 
Australian sale of any quantity of fruit. 

"As the Consultative Committee is purely an advisory 
body and is the creaUon of the State Boards, it can only 
act under that limited authority and make rrecommen
dations to the m_embers of the Boards. In itself the 
Consultative Committee, as at present constituted, has no 
executive powers. 

"The State Boards certainly have legislative directions 
to foster the dried fruits industry by appropriate means 
and to take concerted action amongst themselves and in 
conjunction with associations of packers or growers in 
the marketing of dried fruits produced in A!Ustralia. It 
is for this reason that conferences with the other authori
ties are called through the Consultative Committee from 
time to time in relation to quotas and mad::eting. 

"The members of the various authorities, inclU<l.ing 
the State Boards, are naturally anxious to sell on the 
most payable market, particularly when the growers have 
been badly hit by pom· crops as in recent years. There 
are, however, other c-onsiderations such as the main
tenance of goodWill amongst export buyers and the neOO 
to meet contract obligations as faT as ieasonably possible. 

"For the 1950 pack the members 10f the New South 
Wales Board c-onsider that in all the circumstances the 
allocation of the fruit was fair and reasonable as between 
local and export markets." 

WHAT IS GATT? 

Growers experienced the effect of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade when concessions in 
Empire preference rates on Australian Dried Fruits had to be given at the Geneva talks in 1947. The 
Industry is not sanguine· that these rates may not_ again be altered when the present discussions at Tor-quay are 
completed, although the Dried Fruits Preference Committee has been assui·ed by the Minister for Commerce 
that no concessions can be ;agreed to until they have been reviewed and examined by the Federal Government. 

Although G.A.T.T. is an agreement which• can vitally affect our Industry, growers generally are not 
aware of its origin 'and background, and the following extracts frlom The Economic Digest (Novemiber 
1950) will .prove informative. 

International Trade Agreement 
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

(-G.A.T."T') is an international trade agreement. The 
world-wide depression of the nilleteen-thirties was accom
panied and followed by the intensification of all forms 
of trad!3 1•estrictions: high tariff protection, import and 
export quotas, exchange controls, clearing agreements 
and barter deals. 

It became evident during the Second World War that. 
these restricti·ons. might become "permanently fastened 
upon the world unless a Tes-olute attempt was made to 
restaTe to Europe and to the world a one-market 
economy and to re-establish as soon as -possible the pre
depression pattern ·of multilateral trading between 
nations. 
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The General Agreement is one of the results of the 
efforts which have been made and are being made in 
this direction. The starting point of the story is in· the 
Atlantic Charter and in the Lend-Lease Agreements in 
-which the w-ar-time1 allies bound .themselves to seek 
together a world tl·ading system based ·on non-discrimi
nation and aimed at higher standards of living to be 
achieved through fair, full and free exchanges of goods 
and services. 

In pursuit of this aim, even before ihe end of the 
war the United States, the United Kingdom and other 
important trading countries among the United Nati·ons 
discussed the setting up of international organisations 
to tackle the post-war problems of currency, investment 
and trade. T,he Articles ·of Agreement of the Inter
national Monetary Fund and the International Bank for. 
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Rec-onstruction and Development were prepared before 
the end of the war. But the Charter forth(' International 
Trade Organisation, for various reasons, including its 
wide range and its complexity-was not c·ompleted until 
March 1948. 

While the Charter for the I.T.O. was being wOrked 
out, the Preparatory -Committee, which had been 
appointed by the EconomiC and Social Council of the 
United Nations to draft the- Charter, agreed to spon&or 
negotiations aimed at lowering tariffs and reducing other 
trade restrictions among its own members without wait
ing for the Trade Organisation itself to come into being. 

Practical Steps 
The first tariff negotiations were held at Geneva in 

1947, side by side with the labours of the Committee 
which was preparing· the I.T.O. Charter. The tariff 
concessions resulting 'from these negotiations were em
bodied in the multilateral tra<le agreement which is called 
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade or G.A.T.T. 
It was signed on October 30, 194,7, at Geneva. 

The General Agreement contains not only the 
Schedules or lists of the tariff concessions. There are 
also valuable provisions to protect these concessions: 
that is, for preventing them from being nullified by 
other methods of protecti,on. These inevitably involved 
the formulati,on of rules regulating the use by parties 
to the Agreement of quantitative import and export 
restrictions (.forbidden except in closelY defined circUm
stances), internal taxes, customs administration and so 
on, as well as anangements for consultation and for 
.i oint discussi,on and settlement of differences arising 
out of the administration of the Agreement. · 

While the Agreement is thus not a Charter no1• the 
Contracting Parties an organisation, the obligations 
accepted by the parties to the Agreement provide an~ 
agreed set of rules g1overning the comm~rcial relations 
of the countries. 

Torquay _Conference 
Recent comments by Sir Walter Massey-Greene (an 

e:x<"Federal Treasurer) -on the International Trade 
Organisation are of interest. Sir Walter points out that 
in joining I.T.'O, and subscribing to G.A.T.T. Australia 
lost the right to effect reciprocal changes in Customs 
duties and excise, up or down, to adjust any variation 
in the exchange rate. While the loss of this right would 
immediately affect secondary industries which would 
have no alternate protection through tariffs to c-ompen
sate for the present protection afforded by our exchange 
premium the primary pl~oducer could not fail to suffer as 
part of the riational eeonomy. Sir Walter says: "The 
Australian public has no knowledge whatever of what 
is transpiring at Torquay beyond the fact that the Aus
tralian tariff is the subject of pressure politics on an 
~nternatJional scale," .and advocates Australia's with
drawal from I.T.O., thus restoring her fiscal freedom. 

B.E.P.O's Views 
And finally here are the views 

Producers' Organisation ("The 
Nov./\Dec. 1950.) 

of the Britis-h Empire 
Empire Producer"-

"It was repol'ted in the press early in November that 
the International Monetary Fund's executive board had 
pointed out that the gold and dollar resei·ves of. Britain, 
Australia, New Zealand and Ceylon were no longer "very 
low" or in danger -of ·"serious decline'' so that under the 
terms of the G.A.T.T. these eountries no longer have the 
right to discriminate against dollar goods. The LM.F., 
although not pressing for the immediate removal of 
United Kingdom exchange and trade controls which ex
clude dollar goods, suggests that the time has eome to 
begin a progressiVe relaxation ·of these restrictions. 
This action underlines the folly of making any further 
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concessi,ons in preferences during the Torquay negotia
tions. It cannot be too often repeated that under the 
terms of the G.A.T.T. preferences once reduce·d or 
eliminated cann·ot 'be restored and there is grave danger 
that any further whittling may soon be followed by a 
cessation of, the shelter which Commonwealth prOduced 
commodities and goods now receive- as a result of the 
dollar shortage and its attendant trade eontrols. On this 
point Mr. Lennox .. Boyd, speaking during the debate in 
the House of Commons on the Address in reply to the 
King's :Speech, sajd: "We think it grossly wrong that 
we should be bound by international obligations to act 
in this way and we give notice to H.M. Government that 
in due course we shall take steps .at the proper time, 
while nbserving: the treaty obligaHons as any successor 
Government is bound- to .Jo, to renounce- any part- of 
the agreements that have been reac.hed successively at 
Geneva, Havana, Annecy ·or now at Torquay that may 
be p·rejudicial to Empire trade." 

With memories of what took place at Gen:eva, of the 
developments which may be taking place at Torquay 'of 
which we are in ignorance and which may result in 
pressure being brought to bear on Australia to make 
further c-oncessions, we agree that any akreement which 
ties our hands and may result in an adverse effect on 
our Industry should be discontinued. 

Coomealla Pumping Station 
The power station is nearly completed. It will generate 

electricity for Curlwaa and ;Qoomealla. Connections 
have been made to the existing rising main ready for 
fitting new pumps. Two engines and accessories are at 
the site awaiting installation. 

Expanding Settlement 
Co·omealla proudly notes that when tbe new soldier 

settlement area has been fully planted (by 1953) the 
existing area will have been ·doubled. 

Press Correspondents 
The following gentlemen have been appointed by their 

respective Branches as Correspondents .for the "Aus
tralian Dried Fruits News":---------Messrs. F. T. Hand (Red
cliffs), A. G. Maddeyn"(Bfrri), W. J. Kin¥in (Merbein), 
J. J. Murdoch (Coomealla), J. Duff (Western Australia) 
D. Trescowthick (Angaston), D. W. Haynes (S.A. Prune: 
growers' Assn.). Mr. L. Bishop has been appointed for 
Mid-Murray Valley District Gouncil A.D.F.A. 

Irrigation 
The Tt•esco West Irrigation Trust has been taken over 

by the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, 

GROWERS - PLEASE READ 
Foreign matter in Fruit 

During 1950 compla,ints were received of stones, nails, 
etc., being found in packed Currants, Sultanas and 
Lexias. 

This Season every effort must be made to see that 
Drie<l Fruits are free of foreign matter. Growers can 
assist by making sure that their fruit is carefully handled 
from the time of picking until delivered to the packing 
house. 

The presence of foreign matter in packed fruit is 
dangerous to the rcon'sumer and detrimental to iincreaaing 
sales. 

Th<e Board of Management, A.D.F.A. 
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:JlOJtticultuPial .N~ 
DEVELOPMENTS IN SULTANA DRYING 

T'he Dried Fruits Processing Committee has issued an ~rticle on recent development and recommendations 
in relation to Sultana drying based on inVE\stigations carried out by Mr. E. C. Orton, Principal Research Officer, 
Commonwealth Research Station, Merbein. The article is of particular interest to growers at the present time. 

Developments in the Cold Dip Process 
(a) Oils used in Dipping. Recent investigations have 

shown that certain specially prepared sulphonated -oils 
containing sulphonated esters of oleic acid (such as 
"Mobil F.D. Oil No. 2" and "Sultanol") give better 
results than vegetable oil emulsions in the Cold Dip, and 
their use is recommended. The best concentration for 
commercial use was found to be 2o/o (2 gals. per 100 
gals.). 

When uSed at this level ~he drying rate -of the dipped 
sultanas is much faster than where vegetable oils are 
used, and the wetting of the fruit is much more rapid 
and efficient. no addition of other wetting agent being 
necessary. The drying period can normally be shortened 
by about 3 to 7 days by·using 2% of a suitable sulphon
ated oil in the dip mixture_instead -of the usual vegetable 
oil emulsion. 

Vegetable oil emulsions, ;however, are still the most 
satisfactory for use in the mixed dip and .other hot dips,
the -old hand-made oil emulsion being as good as. any. 

(b) Concentration of Potassium Carbonate. Investi
gations canied out over a number of years have shown 
that wheTe modern oil emulsions with good wetting pro
perties are used, there is usually no significant difference 
between the drying rates -obtained with dips containing 
21\o/o and 5o/n p-otassium carbonate, and a c·onc·entration 
of 2~% (25 lbs. per 100 gals.) is therefore recommended 
for general use. 

When Tain damaged sultanas are dipped, the dip 
mixture becomes contaminated with sugar and acid and 
the potaSsium carbonate originally Present may be con
verted to potassium bicarbonate and potassium tartrate, 
and fermentation may eventual1v take place. If this 
occurs, the dip should be renewed. 

The useful life ·of a dip may be nrolonged under these 
conditions by increasing the· ifiitial concentration of 
potash to, say 4%. or by making additi-ons of potassium 
carbonate or caustic potash from time to time to main
tain the original degree of a.1kalinity. Work is proceed
ing wit.h the obiect of developing a suitable test paTJer 
for c-ontrolline- these additions of alkali and maintaining 
optium alkalinity. 

(c) Effect of Heatin~ the Cold Dio Mixture. Investi
g-at.inn~ hflvP. shown that ·hefltin_g- the cold ~lip mixture to 
l20°F.-150°'F, hastens the drying of the dinped sultanas 
and reduces the amount ·of .(!'reen tin~re, while the general 
characteristics of the cold dip are retained. 

At temperatures in the neighbourhood of 150°F .. some 
cracking of the berries wi11 normally take place using 
21.!% pOtassium carbonate and a :i minute period of 
immersion. If the temoerature is raised beyond 150°F., 
increased cracking and browninQ.' ·ocCur, and the frUit 
gradually de,velops the characteristics of hot dip. 

At 120°F, the drying peri-od may be reduced by 2-3 
days, while there is only a slight reduction in the amount 
of green tinge. 

It is not yet possible to say whether the advantag-es 
mentioned vTanant the expenSe of heating the cold dip 
mixture, and no definite recommendati-on can yet be 
made. 

(d) Recommended Ingredients for t·he Cold Dip
Potassium Carbonate 22% (25 lbs. per 100 gals.). 
Special sulphonated soil 2% (2 gals. per 100 gals.). 
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(Mobil F.D. Oil No. 2 or T~aubman's 11 Sultanol" are 
suitable.) 

Stock Solution____,Same as dip mixture. 
With badly rain damaged fruit the potaSh concentra

tion may be increased to 4% (40 lbs.~per 100 gals.). 
This will prolong the effective life of the -dip. 

(e) Sprary Mixtures for Cold Dipped Fruit. Investiga
tions carried out during the past. five years have shown 
that potassium hydroxide (caustic potash) usually gives 
better results than potassium carbonate in hastening the 
drying ·of cold dipped sultanas while on the racks. 

The recommended caustic potash spray mixture is as 
follows:-
Potassium hydroxide-3o/o (3 lbs. per 10 gals.). 
Sulphonated Oil. 
(Mobil F.D. Oil No.2 or Sultanol)-2% (H pints per 10 

gals). 
The potassium carbonate spray mixture normally has 

the same composition as the dip and is as follows:
Potassium carbonate-2l% (22 lbs. per 10 gals.). 
Sulphonated Oil-2% (1! pints per 10 gals.). 

T-o hasten drying under good weather conditiOns, one 
spraying with caustic potash should be applied from 
the 3rd to 7th day after dipping, for the best results. 

Spraying may also be carried out after rain or when 
the drying rate is very slow for otheT reasons. It should 

"preferably be carried out in the morning on a fine day. 

Bulk Hot Dipping of Sultanas 
Investigations· have sh-own that it" is possible to use 

the standarrl. buJk cold dipping- eoui:nne1lt for hot dipping 
sultanas. Th-e dir} was suitably bricked in and the con
tents heated with an oil-fired burner. (Blue prints '"are 
available at the Commonwealth Research Station, Mer
bein, showing the method used in hric1dng the dip in.) 

The speed of the winding gear was doubled by using 
only one pulley in the block attadhed to the hook. In 
this way it was found possible to hulk hot dip 7 5 dip 
tins of fruit at a time wit"Q a peTiod of imnlersi·on of 
12 to 15 sees. It was found that dip mixtures of the 
mixed or J-ohnson dip type could be. used provided the 
amount of cau·st_ic soda or caustic potash w~s adiusted 
to give the desired amount of cracking ai the tempera
ture used, usually 180°F. Provided the dio was kept well 
filled, reasonably unif.orm cracking could be obtained. 
With the equipment used it was possible to dip 75 tins 
of fruit every 10 minutes. 

By fume sulphuring the sultanas -on the frame for 
10 to 15 minutes before bulk hot dipping it was possible 
to use hig·her temperatures and lonjl'er perioDs of imme-r
sion without causing- ,darkening. It was thus possible 
to obtain a Hlght Colour and a very fast drying rate, 
while green tinge was eliminated, and the fruit was of 
good quality. 

Tillis procedure hM promising commercial possibilities,. 
but no <lefinite rec-ommendation can yet be made. 

Control of Mould Growth Fermentation and 
Vinegar Fly· Infestation 

(a.) Investigations have shown that by sulphuring 
sultanas in a sulphur box for approximately ~ to 1 hour, 
an aTJpTeciable measure ·of protection against mould 
growth was obtained, but that fermentation was fre
quently only slightly retarded. 
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Sulphur dioxide concentrations of about 50 p.p.m. 
prevented mould growth, but concentrations of the orde1· 
of 200 to 300 p.p.m. were needed to inhibit fermentation. 
On the whole, however, sulphuring before dipping appre
ciably reduced wastage. 

(b) Sulphuring 'the fruit on the racks Was usually 
effective in arresting mould growth, but fm:mentation 
was only retarded by prolonging or repeated sulphuring 
because of the <lifficulty of getting sulphur- dioxide into 
the fruit. 

(c) Investigations with ce1·tain fungicides have shown 
that, when inc.orporated in the dip mixture ·or used in 
a potash spray, they gave some measure of control 
~gainst wastage. Of these, sodium phenyl phenate is the 
most promising commercially as it is very effective and 
relatively cheap. However, further investigations on 
the removal of fungicide residues .and on the health 
aspect -are necessary before any definite recommendation 
can be made. 

(d) New Sulphite Hot Dip. Investigations have shown 
that a sulphite hot dip containing 2% sodium sulphite 
plus sufficient caustic potash to give the -necessary cra~k
ing of the fruit with a di;p temperature of 18510F. to 
190°F. gave a fast drying rate and applied approximately 
200 p.p.m. of sulphur dioxide mainly on the sUrface of the 
fruit. When combined with sulphuring f.or 4-5 minutes 
before dipping, which applied approxima-tely 100 p.p.m. 

of SOz distributed through the berries, appreciable 
control of mould growth, fermentation, and vinegar fly 
infestation was obtained. 

This pr·ocedure can be recommended as the most effec
tive .treatment in preventing wastage in rain damaged 
fruit towards the end of the season. 

(e) Sulphite Spray Mixture. A spray mixture contain
ing 3 to 4% (3 to 4 lhs. per 10 gals.) of caustic potash 
plus 2 to 3% (2to 3 lbs. per 10 gals.) of sodium sulPhite 
and 2o/o sulphonated oil (12 pints per 10 gals.) -has been 
found very helpful in speeding up drying and combating 
vinegar fly damage, particularly where the fruit has been 
sulphured prior to dipping. 

Tlhe use of this spray mixture is recommended when 
necessary for maintaining an adequate sulphur dioxide 
concentration after the fruit has been p:resulphured and 
dipped by the sulphite hot dip process. 

(f) Recommendations for Combating Mould Growth 
on Sultanas while Drying on the Racks. Sulphur the 
fruit for ~ to 1 hour prior to dipp-ilng as described in 
(a) above. 
Or Sulphur the fruit on the rack by enClosing with suit
able curtains and burning 3 to 4 lbs. of sulphur in a 
sulp•hur pan under every panel. 

(g) Recommend,ations for Combating Mould Growth, 
Fermentation and Vinegar Flies. Pr:oceed as described 
under (.d) and (e) above. 

THE EFFECT OF AGE ON COLD DIP 
At the special request of The A.D.F.A., Mr. E. C. Orton has written the following article on the effect of 

age on the composition and efficiency of the cold dip mixture. The information given by Mr. Orton is of inestim
able value and growers are recommended to cut out the article for handy and quick reference in the future. 

Mixture Not Constant 
The cold dip mixture most commonly used for sultanas 

cOntains 2~% potassium carbo-nate plus the necessary 
amount of suitably prepared oil emulsion. Stock solution 
having the same c-omposition is also prepared, and is 
added to the dip from time to time to replace mixture 
removed by the fruit. The latest self-emulsifying ·oils 
have excellent wetting propertieS, and no addi-tions other 
than stock solution are necessary as dipping proceeds. 

Investigations have shown however that the c·omposi
tion of the dip mixture does

411 
n-ot remain constant. 

Carbon dioxide is absorbed from the air, and the dips 
become contaminated with sugar and acid from the fruit 
and dust and dirt from the dip tins. 

In go·od seas.ons, when the berries are mainly sound, 
the dip mixture loses little or no efficiency even though 
it becomes less alkaline with continued use, but in bad 
~easons such as the last when the berries were badly 
damaged by rain, dips rapidly became contaminated with 
acid and sugar, resultinl?," in partial neutralisation of the 
potassium carbon-ate. The degTee_ of alkaUnity frequently 
fell to a level where ferm€ntati0n could ·take place. 
when the .oil _emulsion became unstable and oil senarated. 
Dips in this c·ondHion had g-reatly reduced efficiency. 
TheRe results can be conveniently expressed by means 
of the pH scale. in whic1h 7 is neutral, values above 7 

·represent increasing alkalinitv. and values from 7 down
wards represent increasing acidity. 

Absorbs carbon dioxide 
A freshly made dip solution containing· 2~o/o potassium 

carbonate has an initial pH of 11.2-11.4. On exposure 
to air it absorbs carbon <di-oxide and the p(H will even
t.ually fall to appl'OX. 10.0, without any contamination 
from fruit. 

In g'ood seasons when the fruit is comparatively sourid 
the pH of the dip mixture is likely to gTadually faU to· 
betweeh pH9 and pHlO. The dip solution then contains 
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a mixture of potassium carbonate and bicarbonate plu., 
a sni.all amount of sugar and potassium tartrate from 
the fruit, but still gives· quite good results in drying 
sultanas. 

Last season many dips finished up with pH values 
between 7 and 7.5, and were usually fermenting badly. 
These had greatly reduced efficiency and contained large 
amounts of sugar and potassium tartrate with ·only a 
small amount of potassium bicarbonate and no uncha.rged 
potassium carbonate. 

Fermentation prevented 
It was found that fermentation c-ould be prevented by 

adding caustic potash from time to time to restore the 
original degree of alkalinitY (approx. pH 11.0) and a 
test paper has now been prepared which gives a colour 
change between pH 10· and 11.5 and which it is hoped 
will enable growers to maintain their dips at constant 
alkalinity and maximum effilciency. · 

The indicator used is thymolphthalein, and ~test paper 
prepared in the laboratory gave the following colour 
reactions over the range pH 9.5-11.5. 

pH Colour of Test Paper. 

9.5 col-ourless (white). 
10 very pale blue. 
10.5 medium blue. 
11. de-ep blue. 
11.5 very deep blue (colour of blue-black ink) 

Dip mixture giving a definite -blue reaction Is in a 
satisfactory condition for drying sultanas, and during 
the ·season dips should be tested daily and wl_len necessary 
caustic potash should be added to the bulk dip a few 
pounds at a time until the test paper gives a deep blue 
colour. 

Limited supplies of test paper wiU shortly be made 
available to -packing houses. 

(Continued on page 33.) 
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51ie Statuto..?Uj fllo..wtd6 
VOTE OF CONFIDENCE IN EXPORT ,CONTROL BOARD 

In .November a regrettable iricident ·occurred when; in the absence of two members of the Export Control 
Board who had been visiting Great Britain to aiscuss at governmental level U.K. prices for Dried Vine Fruits for 
Season 1951'--with the Ministry of Food, a vote of no confidence was passed by the Vine Fruit' Growers' Progress 
Association at Mildura. 

That this vote was based on a letter received from the 
Acting-Minister for Agriculture does not condone the 
motion of the Progress Association. G1'owers' repre
sentatives met shortly after at Federal .Council, and 
passed the following resolution ·of confidence: 

"That this Federal Council of The Australian Dried 
Fruits Association, comprising delegates from all 
the producing .States and representing 95 per cent. 
of Dried Fruits production, expresses its full con
fidence in the members of the Commonwealth Dried 
Fruits Control Boar·d, and deplores the unwarranted 
and ill-informed attacks made upon the Board during 
the past few weeks. This Federal Council instructs 
that a copy ·of this resolution be sent to the Minister 
for Commerce (Hon. J. McEwen)." 

Acting-Minister's letter_ 

The press· reference to the Alcting-Minister's letter, 
quoted by the Progress Association, 'teads: 

"I would point out that the prices paid under 
contract with the United Kingdom Government 
during each -of the years 194.7, 1948, and 1949 were, 
with one slight exception, those sought by the 
Industry per medium_-of its constituted authority, 
viz the Commonwealth Dried Fruits Control Board. 

"Mr:' McEwen- said that these were the prices re
ceived, sterling, F .O.B .. Australians ports----Currants: 
1947, £40; 1-948, .£40; 1949, £48. ,Sultanas: £52, 
£52, £56, Lexia" £51/10/-, £51/10,-, £51/10/-, 

"The slight exception ·mentioned, said. Mr. McEw.en, 
was on currants on which the U.K. patd £40 sterhn.e; 
a ton in 1947 'and 1948 as against the requested 
price of £40/10/-." 

Wi-thout further ado, and without obtaining any ex
planation whatsoever from the Export Co_ntrol Board. 
the Progress Association impetuously, and With no reg~rd 
f·or the consequences of its action, passed its motwn 
which, in finality, could ·only cause damage to the 
growers themselves. 

Denial by Export Control Board 

An immediate explanation of the -correct circum
stances relating to the price negoti~tions for 1947, 194.~ 
ahd 1949 -was issued by the Chatrman of the Expor~. 
Control Board (Mr. R. H. Gilbert), .and i~1 quoted ~-or the 
benefit of all growers who are destrous of learmng the 
facts. 

"The ·Commonwealth Dried FrUits Export Gontro1 
Boar·d was established i'n 1925 under the Commonwealth 
Dried Fruits Export 'ContTol Act to control the exp~n·t 
and the sale and distribution after export of Australian 
currants, Sultanas an-d lexias. 

"During the first 15 years of its existence, that is ~lP 
to the outbreak of the last war, the Board, through Its 
appraiser in London, fixed prices for 508,894 tons of 
currants' sultanas and lexias (55 per cent. of the total 
producti~n) on a competitive basis with fruit from the 
United States, Tiurkey, Greece a;nd Spain,. which ena~le<l 
growers in Am~tralia to obtam the h1ghest possible 
values. 

"During· the war years, 1940-1945,. s~les wer~ made 
only to the Ministry ·of Food. The MI~nstry dec1~ed to 
pay in 1940 and 194:_1 the average prtces accordmg to 
grade ruling prior to the war. 
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'~During the period 1942 to 1945 the Ministry paid 
flat prices irrespective ·of the grade of the fruit. Th<:> 
Commonwealth Dried Fruits Export Control Board in its 
neg?tiations thi:ough the Department of Commerce al\d 
Agr1eulture durmg each of these years secured advances: 
'Oll the prices originally offered by the Ministry of Food. 

"In 1945, the prices paid by the British Government 
showed an increase over 1939 values of about £14 per 
ton on currants, £18 per ton -on sultanas and £8 per ton 
on lexias. 

"In February, 1946, a contract was entered into be
tween the Australian and the United Kingdom Govern
ments for the sale and purchase during the years 1946, 
1947 and 1948 of all the dried vine fruits available in 
AustTalia at the following prices: 

"·Currants, from 1-crown upwards, £40 per ton sterling 
F.·O.B.; Sultanas, £52; Lexias, 4, 5 and 6 crown, 
£51/10/-, 

"Eighteen months before the contract was made the 
Commonwealth Dried Fruits Control Board recommended 
to the Department of Commerce and Agriculture that-- the 
priGes should be higher than those mentioned. 

"The chairman of the Board (Mr; R. H. Gilbert) 
attended many conferences in London with representa
tives ·of the British .Ministry of Food in support of the 
Board's recommendation. 

"Although the highest prices obtainable were below 
those recommended by the Board, the contraS!t when its 
terms were announced in A;pril, 1946, was received with 
widespread approval by growers because it ensured a 
definite outlet f.or all the surplus fruit available for three 
years at prices on .a parity with. world values. 

".So satisfactory were the resultS of the first contract 
which was to terminate in 1948 that the Commonwealth 
Dried Fruits Export Control Board in May, 1947, recom
mended to the Department of Agriculture that a further 
agreement be entered 'into with the British Government 
for five years commencing in 1949. 

"It was suggested by the Board that the prices be 
firm for two years_ (1949 and 1950) and that the prices 
for currants and sultanas during these two years be 
increased by £8 and £4 per ton respectively on thoSe 
in operation under the three years' contract, and that 
the prices each year for 1951, 1952 and 1953 be the 
subject of agreement between the parties. 

11A1though these increases when first' recommended by 
the Board in 1947 were considered too great by the 
Department of Commerce to submit to the British 
Ministry of Food, they eventually were agreed to by 
the Commonwealth Government. 

"Tihe British ·Ministry of Food would not, however, 
accept the prices quoted, but the BOard firmly adhered 
to its recommendation. Discussions continued until 
September, 194·8, when the Ministry of Food agreed to 
enter into a new contract for five years, 1949/1953, at 
the prices recommended by the Board for the first two 
years, 1949/1950. 

11T.he _:facts stated show that the prices paid at the 
instance of the Board by the Ministry of Food in 1947 
and 1948 under the first contract and in 1949_ under the 

, second contract were not only reasonable but above 
what the only buyer (the British Government) was at 
'the outset prepared to accept. ' 
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11 The prices and terms of each contract; when c~oncluded 
were accepted with approval by growers and all those 
interested in the dried fruits industry. 

"The statements made at the meeting 'Of the Vine 
Growers' Progress Association in Mildura on November 
14, 1950, as reported, are manifestly incorrect and a 
gross injustice to the 'Commom.vealth Dried Fruits Export 
Control Board, an organisation controlled by growers 
which for the past 25 years is acknowledged to have 
marketed efficiently the export surplus of Australian 
currants, sultanas and lexias." · 

Mr. McEwen's Letter 

Following on his return from England, the Minister 
for .Commerce and Agriculture (Hon. J. McEwen, 
M.H.R.) in replying to an invitation from the Red Cliffs 
branch A.'DoF.A. .to attend a meeting, clarified the 
Acting-Minister's lette1~ in a communication which is 
quoted here in full. 

"I acknowledge your telegram of December 2 com
municating to me a request that I attend a meeting Of 
your branch to discuss the Commonwealth Dried Fruits 
ExpOrt Control· Board's negotiations with the United 
Kingdom concerning past contracts. I also have · yciur 
letter of December 3, enclosing copy of the letter ad
dressed to members of the ·Control Board. 

HI believe that the discussi,on which has arisen con
cerning the part played by the Control Board in Past 
contract negotiations has been misunderstood.. It seems 
to me that this misunderstanding has arisen from the 
context ·of a letter dated September 18, and addressed 
to Mr. Turnbull, M.H .. R., from my office over the signa
ture, of Senator George McLeay, who was then Acting 
Minister for Commerce and .A)griculture. 

11This letter was written as the result of a resolution 
of the Vine Fruit Growers' Progress Ass-ociation em
bodied in a letter addressed to Mr. Tlurnbull on August 
7, which Mr. Turnbull forwarded 'to me with a request 
that -1 should supply the desired information. 

"The resolution was as follows: 'The V.F.G.P.A. write 
to Mr. Turnbull tO ascertain who was l'esponsible for 
low prices paid for Australian fruit over the last" three 

·years resulting in a loss to growers of £1,433,124 ster
ling, ascertained by an analysis of figures su_pplied by 
Mr; Gilbert, Chairman of the Australian Dried Fruits 
Boa:rd.' 

"In accordance with the normal practice in a Minister's 
office where the mail amounts to hundreds ·of letters each 
day, Mr. Turnbull's letter was remitted direct to the 
appropriate section of the Department for preparation 
of a letter in reply, which in due course would come to 
me for my consi,deratio-n, and signature if approved by 
me. 

ttDid Not See It" 

"An officer of the Department pl'epared a letter for 
my consideration which reached. my office on the day 
that I departed on my recent mission on wool to London. 
I did not ever see the letter. It came before Senator 
McLeay as Acting Mini~ter, with my name typed below 
where I would -have signed if it were approved, and 
Senator ·McLeay, under the impression that I had 
approved the letter, signed it in ni.y name and despatched 
it. 

"I have been at pains to explain that, as the ·outcome 
of routine practice and my departure at four days' 
notice for overseas and a misunderstanding by the Actin,g 
Minister the text of the letter was never examined by 
me for the reason stated, or questioned by. him. 

HAU this has become important because one word in 
the text ,of the letter leads to its being possible of mis
interpreting the intended meaning in such a manner as 
to do a sel'ious injustice to the Dried Fruits Board, and 
an interpretation which would be wrong in fact. 
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"For your information I enclose a copy of the ·letter 
in question. The second paragraph of the letter reads: 

'' 'I would point out that the prices paid under contract 
with the United Kingdom Government during each of the 
years 1947, 1948, and 194-9 were, with one slight exw 
ception, those sought by the industry per medium of 
its constituted authmity, viz., the Commonwealth Dried 
Fruits Control Board.' · 

"If the letter had been -drafted using the words 
'agreed to' instead of the word 'sought,' it would have 
been literally correct, but still would have been capable 
of misinterpreting- the position ,of the Dried Fruits Con
trol Board. 

(eNot Satisfactory" 

"I have now st~died carefuly all the relevant official 
rec-ords as I would have done before signing- the letter 
in question had it been brought before me for signature, 
and I W·ould have recognised, as I now recognise, that 
the letter was not a satisfactory one to send out, for 
the reasons which I now explain. 

"In these price negotiations, as in the case of all of 
our commodity contract negotiations with the United 
Kingdom, the statutory board expresses its views as to 
the price which the Commonwealth should seek. The 
Department of COmmerce expresses its view on the price. 
Tihe principal negotiator for the ~commonwealth in 
Uondon, Who from time to time has been the per
manent head of the Department of Commerce (the hite 
J. F. Murphy) and the former assistant secretary and 
later permanent head (Mr. E. Mc1Carthy) or the Senior 
Australian Tirade Commissioner in London (Mr. T. 
Chritchly), has variously expressed his view as to _what 
price should be l'eqnested, and during the currency of 
the negotiations in the light of the negotiations, every 
one of these parties has in almost every negotiation ever 
conducted, expressed revised views as to the price which 
ought to be requested, and finally as to the price which 
ought to be accepted. 

"As will readily be understood, in the bargaining pro
cess the prices finally decided have been lower than the 
prices which the Commonwealth ha-d requested, and in 
reverse, the prices finally accepted have been higher 
than in the first place offered by the Ministry of Food. 

Main Negotiator 

"Because these contracts .are between Governments, 
the principal negotiator for the Commonwealth must be 
an offi.cial. That is, the Commonwealth Dried Fruits 
Control Board or any other marketing board has not a 
status to speak as the Commonwealth Government, but 
the real status of the boards is alWays acknowledged and 
in all these negotiations when the point is finally reached 
where it-is recognised that we can get no better price
than that then offered by the Ministry of Food., the 
Board is at that point formally asked whether it concurs 
in the c·onclusion of the contract~ on that basis. 

"Where the board so concurs, it is literally- correct to 
say that the contract price was the price 'agreed to' by 
the board., but it would create a completely fal&e posi
tion to describe it as the price 'sought' by the board, 
and it is telling- only half the story to d!'!scribe it _as the 
price agreed to by the board if there were not a supple
mentary explanation that the board had previously sought 
a higher price, iLin fact it 'had. 

"Thus, as an example for instance, if the board asked 
the Government to request, say, £55 per ton for a class 
of fruit and the Ministry ·of F-ood in response to the 
request offered £49 a ton, and if,_ after exhaustive 
negotiations, the Ministry ·of Food was persuaded to 
inc1·ease its offer to £52 a ton and the board, with a 
knowledge that this was the best price that could be 
secured, expressed its concurrence in the conclusion of 
the contract at £52 a ton, then on such experience it 
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would be wrong to say that the board had 'sought' 
£52 a ton, and it would only tell half the story and leave 
the board liable to be seriously misjudged to say no 
more than that the board had 'agreed to' £52 a ton
although that might in such a case be literally true. 

"To revert to the letter in question addressed to Mr. 
Turnbull, the words 'those sought by the in-dustry' 
should certainly at the very least have been those 'agreed 
to by the industry,' and a full perusal -of the official 
records has shown that the Control Board did, in fact, 
request prices higher than those which were finally made 
the subjes_t of contract. 

uReconsider" 
"In the light of this explanation o{ the letter to Mr. 

T'urnbull, which has produced an incorrect understand· 
ing of the-- board's position, I feel that your branch 
should reconsider its attitude to the board. 

"Finally, I point out that the Department of Gom· 
merce was the ultimate principal in all these negotiations, 
although acting at all times in the closest co-operation 
with the board. As the negotiations under question were 
conducted during the period of ·office of the previOus 
Government for which I have no responsibility, I do not 
feel it is necessary or proper for me to be party to any 
public post mortem into negotiati.ons in which I had no 
concern, and in respect of which my examination of 
records satisfies me that the Export Control Board 
actively endeavoured to secure a satisfactory deal for 
y.our industry." 

Circumstances now clear 
To Federal Council delegates the circumstances were

clear. To all growers, desirous of judgh1g the facts, it 
was likewise. Members of the Export .Conh~ol Board are 
to be commended on the skill and conscientious endea
vours with which they have always carried out negotia
tions. The damage caused to the Industry by a handful 
of irTesponsibles has been recti.fied. Let it be hoped that 
time will provide them with s·ome maturity of judgment 
and curb- their impetuosity; may time also erase the 
incident from the minds of all clear-thinking growers. 

,Retiring Members re.elected 
Elections for grower-memberB ·of the Export Control 

Board which took place during February resulted in all 
the retiring members, Messrs. H. D. Howie (S.outh Aus
tralia), P. Malloch and E. J. Casey (Victoria), L. B. 
Q'1Donnell (New South Wales) and A. G. Watt (Western 
Australia) being re elected. 

Further London negoti;ttions 
Messrs. P. Malloch _and J. R. Gordon, Export ,Control 

Board members, left by air on 12th February to partici
pate in further discussions with the U.K. ·Ministry of 
Food on 1951 prices, as the •Board had been unable to 
accept the Ministry's offer and had requested the 
Federal Government to press for the higher prices sought 
by the Board. 

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN INTERIM STATEMENT 
As the Board's Annual Report cannot be published 

until after the conclusion ·of the 1950 season, an interim 
statement on the season's general conditions has been 
issued from which brief references have been taken. 

·season 1950 was the sixth successive year of abnor
mally low production, and ranks as one of the lowest 
in the history ·of the Industry. Dried vine fruits will 
not exceed 9000 tons, and dried tree fruits and Prunes 
will be approximately 1400 tons. The rain damage was 
most severe, inasmnch as it affected the berries when on 
the vines and later when the fruit was on the racks. 
The adverse conditions had a detrimental effect on the 
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out-turn of Currants and Sultanas. Unfavourable drying 
conditions kept dehydrating plants at packing houses 
very busy. Appr-oximately 70o/o of deliveries of Currants, 
Sultanas and Lexias delivered to packers had to be 
dehydrated. 

The unfavourable season was reflected particularly in 
the production of Lexias; only 249 tons were dried com
pared with a normal average pack of 3750 tons. As a 
result the supply of Seeded Raisins fell short of the 
demand. The Board also faced a problem in controlling 
the disposal of an appreciable tonnage of sub-standard 
dried vine fruits. By means of co-operation with the 
trade a satisfactory arrangement was reached. Among 
the many_ problems arising from the general decline in 
production perhaps the most acute 'Was that concerning 
the export position, and due regard had to be given to 
it in the Board's responsibility, under its statutory 
powers, of determining the quotas for sale within Soutn 
Australia in accordance with the State Dried Fruits Act. 

VICTORIAN BOARD . 
A meeting was held on 9th November. Mr. Mansell 

was absent through illness. Annual returns for '1949 
season had been received from all packing houses except 
Woorinen Fruitgrowers - Co-op. Ltd., which had been 
granted an extension of time relative to -distillery fruit. 
When all returns have been received the Board's Auditol' 
will make his usual report. 

Enquiries have be"en made in .Australia and overseas to 
obtain a suitable magnetic machine for installation in 
packing houses effectively to remove nails and metal. 
An American tirm had recommended flat il~on permanent 
magnets as more efficient than magnetic pulleys; and 
they were cheaper. A Syd:tiey company had completed 
satisfactory preliminary tests with a permanent magne~ic 
pul_ley equipped with a a in. rubber belt. One of these 
pulleys is to be sent to the Mildura Co-op. Coy. at 
Merbein when further tests will be mi:dertaken. 

The opinion of the Crown Law authorities is being 
sought c·oncerning the proposal submitted by the Mildura 
District Council A.D.F.A. that the Board should issue a 
regulation making it compulsory for Cal'l'iers to supply 
·growers with receipts for fruit to be delivered to packing 
hoUses. 

ConSideration was given to the effect ·on the Industry 
if concessions o.f duty on timber for cases intended for 
export was withdrawn by the Tariff Board. T-he need 
for the retention of the concessions had been brought 
to the notice of the Exp·ort Control Board and The 
A.D.F.A. for joint action, with the result that Mr. D. C. 
Winterbottom had appeared before the Tariff Board on 
behalf of the Dried Fruits Industry. 

Mr. H. R. Tinney, (Assistant Chief Fruit Inspector), 
and Mr. F. H. Colbey, (Senior Supervisor), of the De
partment ·O.f Commerce, were invited to the meeting. 
They generally discussed various difficulties and problems 
which· were being encountered as the result of the poor 
season. 

At the December meeting Mr. S. R. Mansell was 
appointed official nominee on the Grade Fixing Com· 
mittee fm· Season 1951. Mr. D. A. Oockcroft is to re~ 
present the Nyah~ Woorinen district. Registration of 
packing houses and dehydrators for 1951 was considered. 

At the February meeting a report was considered on 
the demonstration of a non-electric permanent magnetic 
pulley which had taken place at the Merbein branch 
of Mildura Co·operative Fruit Co. Ltd. on 25th January. 
The test had been arranged in the hope that some means 
would be found to overcome the problem of foreign 
matter in packed Dried Fruits. (This demonstration 
which was supplementary to the investigations being 
carried out by The A.D.F .A. Research Committee on 
improved processing methods in packing houses will be 
incorporated in a general survey which will appear in 
a later issue of this _journaL-Editor, HNews.") 
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The auditor's · report on the examination of an'nual 
returns showed that, generally speaking, packing houses 
had satisfactorily complied with the regulations. Esti
mates of expenditure for 1951 showed an increase over 
tast year, but owing to continued unfavourable seasons 
growers' levy would not be raised; reserves would, how
ever, have to be called on during the year. Eight 
graders employed by the Board had been appointed for 
1951, the ninth grader being supplied by the Depart
ment of ,Commerce. The names of applicants for classers' 
licences for 1951 had been sent to the Assistant Chief 
Fruit Inspector for comment before the Board would 
issue licences. A new regulation has been gazetted 
requiring carriers to furnish growers with receipts show
ing details of loads being delivered from growers' blocks 
to packing houses. MessTs. Barry Wood and Mansell sent 
apologies f•or their absence from the meeting. 

M.F. SULTANAS 

T'he State Dried Fruits Board have individually 
approved the sale to the retail trade for Season 1950 of 
M.F. Sultanas. · 

W.A. BOARD 

Meetings. were held on 1st, 15th November ·and 20th 
December, business being principally of a routine nature. 
It was considered the time was not opportune to pl'oceed 
with the proposal to seek a reduction in inspectorial fees 
paid to the Department of Commerce. Fifty p-ounds 
was donated to the fun-ds of the Dried Fruits Publicity 
Committee. It ha;d been ascertained that sufficient sup!. 
plies of Currants and Sultanas were available to the 
trade, and that this had been so since the middle of 
1950. Mr. Rosman, the retiring Secretary, was granted 
a retiring allowance of £130. 

NEW SOUTH WALES BOARD 

At the January meeting it was learned that: the 
Minister -for Agriculture had approved the proposal to 
make Coomealla liTigation Area one voting district for 
election of a dried vine fruits member, and the remlO\-inder 
of the State a district for the other member. Cabinet 
has yet to approve the submission to Parliament of an 
appropriate amendment to the Act, but it is hoped the 
amendment will be made in time for the Board elections 
in February ~952. Letters of thanks and appreciation 
for their services to the Industry have been sent to 
Mr. C. G. 'Savage and Mr. A. V. Lyon on their retire
ment from the respective appointments of Chief .of 
Horticultural Division, N . .S.W. Department of Agriculture 
and Officer-in-charge of C . .S,'I.R.O., Merbein Research, 
Station. An inspection' of dehydrators in the Murrum
bidgee Irrigation Areas is being carried out. Registra
tion of 31 dehydrators was approved. 

.Subject to the Victorian Board adopting the· same 
figure growers' levy for 1951 was fixed at 5/- per ton. 
A subscription of £100 was made for 1951 to the Dried 
Fruits Publicity Committee. Registration of 16 Packing 
house licences was renewed. Prunes for manufacturing 
purposes must go through a registered packing house 
and must be released by an inspector. No special action 
was considered necessary on any Of the pumping licences 
issued by the Water Consei·vation and Irrigation Com
mission -since 10th May, 1950 to landholders on the 
Murray and tributaries. The financial position of the 
Board, having in view the low Tevenue for the year, was 
regarded as satisfactory. The Electricity Commission 
is to be asked to give longer notice of blackouts as 
black,outs, without reasona'ble warning, prove costly and 
dangerous. 
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The Effect of Age on Cold . Dip 
(Continued from page 29.) 

Arsenic Pentoxide 
Referring to the measure of Arsenic Pentoxide recom

mended in the July issue of the "News" for the eradica
tion. of couch grass, Mr. H. E. Orchard, Weeds Adviser 
of the S.A. Department of Agl'iculture, warns that it 
should not be applied to couch g1_·ass when this latter 
is growing with vines. The chances of killing the vines 
is almost 100%, irrespective ·of the time of the year 
(and therefore growth-stage of the vines) at- which the 
spraying is done. 

The heavy application of Arsenic· Pentoxide solution 
usually needed to kill Couch Grass renders the treated 
area .temporarily unfit for plant g'l'Owth of any kind. 

((Three~cornerp Jack" 
At the iRed Cliffs Co-op. Co.'s annual meeting of share

holders, Mr. D. M. McDonald warned that "three-corner
Jack" weed was becoming increasingly prevalent and 
s·hould be declared a noxious weed for, should it find 
its way into fruit packing houses would meet a sel'ious 

. problem. 

Downy Mildew Treatment 
In the "Sunraysia DailY" Mr. A. V. Lyon comments 

on the treatment necessary f,or combating downy 
mildew. Some of his comments are quoted here. 

Since the first outbreak nearly 30 years ago we have 
seen vimes in ·other tlistricts totally defoliated' in some 
cases sufficiently early in the seasOn to cause 'total loss 
of fruit. 

In the MHdul'a district, the lesson of the first outbreak 
has nearly been f.or~otten by the older growers, and early 
symptoms of the disease ·have been noted either by the 
staff of the station •or by some of the many vigilant 
growers who assist by keeping a close watch in rainy 
seasons. 
Th~ disease ha_s appeared fouy or five times, always 

after a wet Sprmg durmg whtch spraying has taken 
place and when downy mildew has appeared. Adequate 
preca?-tions have been taken by adopting late season 
spray-Ing-. 

Last season, the disease appeared in the New Year and 
in the cas~s ebrought under ,our notice it was in vineYards 
sprayed With prepared preparations of copper containing 
sprays to a much greater extent tha:n on 'Vineyards 
sprayed with home-made Bordeaux. 

.Late in the . Autumn, particularly after the March 
rams, downy mildew could be found to a limited extent 
on practically every vineyard though it was invariably 
limited, .on well-sprayed blocks, to the lower new growth. 

In some of the South AlUstralian districts, the disease 
was taken too lightly, and defoliation of Vines was much 
more noticeable than in the Mildura district, and als-o 
caused losses of grapes. All ·of the losses in South 
Australia could have been pl'evented by, timely spraying . 

Spray Mixings 
Mixtures in preparations ready for use have become 

popular because so many of us like to take the easy 
way. Home-made Bordeaux is preferred. 

An intm•national conference on viticulture some years 
ago pointed out the advantages of having alkaline mix
tures prepared by testing and this has be·en confirmed 
by tests a few years· ago in New South Wales. 

At the recent field day in Woorinen, the officers of 
the Victorian Department of Agriculture described cel'
tain new sprays that they were trying, at the same time 
pointing ·out that home-made Bordeaux was doing very 
well when properly prepared and applied. 
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!lina.nce 
ASSOCIATION'S FINANCIAL POSITION 

Part of Fe.deral •Council's function was to appoint representatives ,of branches to a Finance Committee so 
that the Association's finances for the year ended 30th September, 1950, could be examined in detail and a report 
submitted to the full •Council. Deliberations included the consideration of the Annual Report of Murray Industries 
Development Aissociation Ltd. submitted by the President (·Mr. P. Malloch), on the company's activities for the 
year ended· 30th September, )950. 

The Finance Committee consisted of Messrs. D. C. Winterbottom (Board representative and. Convener), H. V. 
Davey, F. R. Francis, W. H. Taylor, J. W. A. Mc,Gregor, A. Rawlings, D. W . .Cockcroft, H. T. Loxton, R. G. 
Hallam, A. J. Chapman, E. N . .Seary, J. W. Bailey, R. F. Trott, H. H . .Stone, 'S. G. Cutler, E. J. Casey, J, B. 
Priinmer, A E. Horne, J. R. ·Gordon, W. M. Looney, N.J. Balcombe, A. B. Busbridge, The General Secretary was 
in attendance. ' 

The Committee's Report 
Your ,Committee ·has thoroughly examined the accounts 

of Revenue and Expenditure for the financial year and 
wishes to express its appreciation ·of the excellent analysis 
of the aCC'ounts presented by the General Secretary for 
the consideration of the Committee. 

The total expenditure for the year shows an increase 
of £1544 over the previous year. 

The following c~omparison over the past three years 
sets out where the increases have occurred. 

1948 1949 1950 
1. Board of Management Ex-

penses 1276 1387 1757 
2. Fedel'al Council Expenses 617 796 864 
3. Tree Fruits Committee Ex-

penses .. 258 265 18-8 
4. Administrative Salaries and 

Superannuation .. . . 2476 246'2 2887 
5. Head Offke Management 1171 1195 1536 
6. Other Expenditure . . 1733 2134 2751 
7. Retiring Allowances . . . . 1750 200 

£9281 £8439 £9983 
---

Expenditure and Revenue 

The expenditm·e items were authol'ised by the Finance 
Committee. Although items of unforeseen expenditure 
in some cases were higher than usual, they were neces
sary, in the opini·on of the 'Committee, to the welfare 
of the Association. 

The revenue for the year from Levy and-Interest was 
£8779 and it is the first time for many years that 
revenue has failed to meet expenditure. This was due 
to the disastrously low pack of fruit. To meet the 
deficiency Commonwealth Bonds to the value ·of £1500 
were sold. 

Interstate Charges Fund 

No increase was made in the Interstate Charges for 
1949 season, but owing to the greatly increased shipping 
freights to all ports in Australia, the substantial credit 
balance in this account has been used. The Board of 
Management recognised that this would be the case and 
the charge for 1950 crop has been substantially increased. 

Your Committee recommends the adoption of Head 
Office Accounts. 

Levy 

Your Committee fully discussed the question of the 
levy for 1951 season and recommends ·that the Head 
Office levy- for 1951 be 3/- per ton of which 6d. per 
ton be returned to Branches. 
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Stabilisation Plan .Report (M.I.D.A. Ltd.) 
The Report and Balance Sheet as submitted to you 

by the President of M.LD.A. Ltd. were read to and 
discussed by your Committee, and it recommends their 
adoption. 

Allowances and Expenses 

Your Committee recommends that the Allowances and 
Expenses remain the same. Your Committee recom
mends that th'e Secretary's -Report to Delegates be 
adopted. -

M.I.D.A. Annual Report by Mr. P. Malloch' 
On behalf of the Committee of Murray Industries 

Development Association Ltd., I have pleasure in sub
mitting the report for the year ended 30th September, 
1950. 

The accounts, which have been audited and certified, 
disclose the following financial position:--
Revenue: 

Revenue for the year was: Dividends £2070; 
Interest £663; Other income £206. Total . . £293f) 

Expenses: 

Expenses for the year were: Councillors' fees 
£80; Audit fees £11; Stamp duty £·20; Sundries 
£6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117 

Surplus of Revenue over Expenses, transferred 
to General Fund Account . . £2822 

Assets 
The assets ·of the company consist 

Shares in packing company .. 
of:-

. . £41,400 
13,500 

1,410 
167 

6,079 

Loans to packing companies . . . . 
Advances to mortgage security . . . . 
Interest accrued on loans . . . . . . . . 
.A;dvances to packing company . . . . 
Deposit on acquisition of packing 

house . . . . . . . . 
Credit balance at Bank . . . . 

Liabilities 

200 
6 

---£62,762 

The liabilities of the company comprise:-
A.D.·F.A. Advance Account . . . . . . £46,488 
General Fund-surplus of revenue . . 16,274 

--£62,762 

A contingent liability of £1800 exists which re
lates to acquisition of a packing house and which 
became operative subsequent to 30th September, 
1950, when agreement of sale had been approved 
by the appropriate South Australian government 
authority. 
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1949 
3,929 

2,999 

789 

250 

7,967 

Reconciliation 
The A.D.F.A. Advance Account in 1949 was 
It now stands at . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . 

A reduction of .. 

£46,537 
46,488 

£49 

This is the net amount paid by M.I.D.A. Ltd. to 
The A.D.F.A. for the year. The bilance of re
venue account, £28'22 less £49, £2773, is made 
up of added advances to packing company, £2570 i 
deposit to acquire packing company, £200; and 
increase in bank credit balance, £3. 

Stabilisation 
For the purpose of record, 'it may be set out 

that the net cost of the Stabilisation Plan to 
30th September, 1949, was 
Gain on Revenue Account for 1950 was 

Net cost of the plan to date is . . . . . . 

The Reason for M.I.D.A. 

£72,026 
2,822 

£69,204 

For the information of members of The Australian 
Dried Fruits Ass,ociation, it should be again recorded 
that the affairs of Murray Industries Development Asso
ciation Limited are administered by a Committee which 
comprises all members of the Board of Management of 
The A.D.F.A. M.I.D.A. Ltd. was formed in 1937 to 
take -over a number of packing companies and agencies 
which were operating outside The A.D.F.A., and, by 
fidlure to observe fair market quotas, thereby securing 
undue advantages, threatened to destroy the power of 
the Association to maintain Commonwealth prices above 
export parity. At that time the value of _CommonWealth 
price ab.ove export values was reckoned at £200,000 per 
annum~ By the formation and work of M.I.D.A. Ltd., 
growers have retained the essential right to maintain 
fair _prices in Australia. 

Racking Houses 
During the year it was ascertained that the Pyap 

Co-operative Society Ltd. intended to sell their packing 
house assets, including the packing licence. To prevent 
the liCence being acquired by a dealer outside The 
A.D.F.A. which would have created a nuisance and a 
menace to A.D.F.A. interests, M.I.D.A. Ltd. acquired 

. the building, plant and licence for £2000. Of this 
amount £200 was paid as a deposit on the signing of the 

agreement of sale, and the balance is due in December 
next. The agreement to sell was subject to consent 
being given by the South. Australian Minister of Lands 
to remove fixtures from Crown land, ·and consent was 
given in October last. The building and plant have been 
sold to Loxton Co-operative Producers Ltd. for £1009, 
which in view of its financial standing was c'onsidel'ed 
to be a fair value, but aS this company already possesses 
a packing licence the Pyap company's licence was of no 
value to them. The amount paid fOT the licence, £1000, 
will, therefore, have to be written off against The 
A.D.F.A. Stabilisation Fund. The sale to the Loxton 
c-ompany. will be covered by a loan from M.I.D.A. Ltd. 
earning 4o/o per annum interest repayable on demand. 

In 1944 M.I.D.A. Ltd. assisted Griffith Producers' 
Co~op. Co. Ltd. to the extent of £2000 to acquire the 
assets and goodwill of the Leeton Packing Co. which 
were purchased for £14,056, In consideration of the 
payment the Griffith Oo. undertook to "!llarket all dried 
fruits through A.D.F.A. chinnels for 20 years. Due to 
extremely keen competition from non-A.D.F.A. Prunes 
processors, the agreement was varied in 1949 to permit 
the Griffith Co. to meet this competition by selling 
Prunes .outside A.D.F.A. channels for 3 years. The 
position· in 1950 however, developed further, in that 
growers supplying Tree Fruits have required the Griffith 
Co. to sell them through non-Association channels in the 
hope of obtaining better prices for themselVes. The 
company has, therefore, been forced to cho·ose between 
its obligations to its growers and its obligations under 
the agreement. They have electe-d to choose the former 
with the result that consideration must now be given 
by M.I.D.A. Ltd. to its rights. under the agreement and 
its obligations to The A.D.F.A. which made the money 
available. 

Strengthening AD.F.A. Interests 
The assets vested in M.I.D.A. amount to £6,2, 762, 

and it is the duty od' the Board to regularly review the 
various assets and the revenue to be derived therefrom. 
It is also the duty of the Hoard, as trustees for the 
growel'S, (so far as lies in its power), to maintain these 
assets at their full value, and to do nothing which would 
depreciate or weaken them. 

M.I.D.A. Ltd. has .been instrumental in strengthening 
weak links in the chain of A.D.F.A. interests in the past. 
The year's operations under review have demonstrated 
the necessity for the company to continue to function 
so that Contingencies, as they arise, may be handled 
to the benefit of -the Industry. 

The Australian Dried Fruits Association 
HEAD OFFICE ACCOUNT 

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30th SEPTEMBER, 1950. 
----------------~~------------------

LIABILITIES ASSETS 

Genel'al Fund Acdount , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 73,929 
Less Deficiency of Revenue Account for the TWelve 

Months Ended 30th September, 1950 . . . . 1.203 

1950 

72,726 

Stabilisation Fund Account 22,999 

Levies Due to Branches-
Season 1949 .. 
Season 1950 .. 

Su_ndry Creditors . . . . 

Contingent Liabilities-

Research on Packaging of Dried Fruits-Amount unspecified. 

386 

209 

1949 

2,372 

925 
15 

12 
44,870 

23 
21 

142 
2,692 

200 
158 

23,538 
22,999 

£96,320 £97,967 
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Cash at Banks-
Commonwealth Saving-s Bank, Melbourne .. 
Commercial Banking CompaiiY of Sydney Ltd., 

Melboul·ne--
Current Account . . . . . . . . 
Deposit Account • . . . , . . . 

Head Office Petty Cash on Hand . . . . . . 
Commonwealth Treasury Bonds, at cost 
Sundry Debtors . , • • . . . , , , . . . . . , 

14< 
15 

Prepayments . . • . , , . . . , . . . . . , . , , . . . . . 

3,190 

159 

Stocks of Booklets and Stationery on hand, at cost . . , , .. 
Provision for Levies in the Hands of Agents on Fruit Season 

1950 • • • • . . . . •·• . . . . • . . . . . ' . . • . • . ' • • ' . 
Provision for Realisation of e-xperimental bulle hot dip plant 
Office Furniture, at- cost, less depreciation ..... . 
Advances to Murray Industries Development AssO-

ciation Ltd.-
From General Fund Account . . 23,489 
From Stabilisation Fund Account 22,999 
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1950 

3,34!1· 
19 

43,370 
4 

' ' 24-4 

2,04l ... 
•• 1 

-46,488 

;196,31G 



1949 
a.:wo 

AGENTS' DEPOSITS, FREIGHT AND INTERSTATE l:'UND 

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30th SEPTEMBER, 1950. 

LIABILITIES ASSETS 

Agents~ Deposits • • • . 
Agents• Adjustments, Season 1950, for Interstate Charges at 

balance. date . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . • 
Accuinulated Funds Account , . , . , , , , 

1950 
3,060 

3',843 

403 

1949 

427 

7,581 

6,850 
750 
500 

Cash at Banks-
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney Ltd., Mel~ 

bourne . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . , , 
Commonwealth Savings B'ank, Melbo~rn~ 

Fixed Deposits-
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney Ltd., Mel-

bourne--No. 2 A/c ..... , ... 
No. 3 A/c ... , , • , •• 

National Bank of Austral11-sia Ltd., A'dei~id·e· .': ·' 

for Interstate 

226 
3,371 

2,450 
750 
500 

1950 

3,596 

3,700 

1,275 
Agents' Adjustments, Season 1949, 

Charges !'l(t balance date . , ........... _. ___ _ 
H'l,SU £7,296 £17,383 

HEAD OFFICE ACCOUNT 

REVENUE ACCOUNT FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED 30th SEPTEMBER, 1950. 

Dr. 
1949 

EXPFJNDITURE. 

To Bt:l8.rd of Management Expenses-
GOO Chairman's Allowance 
642 Boat"d Allowances . , , , , , •• 
245 Trav1:!1ling· and Other Expenses 

300 
234 
172 

Federal CoUncil Expenses
A-llowances , , , . , , . . . . 
Travelling Expenses , . . , , , , • 
Ta-king and Printing Minutes .. 

.. Tree Fruits Committee Expenses-

1950 

600 
847 
310 

1,757 

436 
233 
195 

864 

INCOME 

1949 
150 By Head Office Levy, 1948 

6,968 , Head Office Levy, 1949 .. 

15 
1,408 

Less Paid to Branches 

., Head Office Levy, 1950 
Less Paid and Owing to Branche» 

Inte.-est Received-
Bank Deposita , . . . . . . . , , , . . . . . . • . . , • 
Commonwealth Treasury Bonds , , 

17< 
28 

8,520 
1,420 

18 
1,516 

138 
127 

Allowances . . , . , , , . , , , . . . . , . . . . 
·Travelling and Other Expenses , , 

101 
87 , Deficiency transferred to General Fund Account . , , , • 

2,189 
100 

12 
119 

42 

286 
226 

70 
818 
142 
124 

20 

... 
737 
70 
T2 
l9 

287 . 
25 

20 •o 
23 
89 

207 

200 

,. 3,439 

102 

£8,541 

" Administrative Salaries and Superannuation
Head Office Salaries , , • . . , , , . . . , • , 
Adelaide_ Representative • , , , , , 
Bdsl)lme Inspector • , , , . . . . . , 

·Superannuation Contributions · 
· Pay Roll Tax , , -. . . . . . , , •• 

., Head Office Management-
Rent ..•..... , , , , .. , , • , .. 
Printing, Stationery and Journals 
Leial and Audit Fees . . . . . . • . . . 
Postages, Telegrams and Telephones 
Generhl Office_ Exp,enses . . , , 
General Secr-etary~IS Expenses , , , , •• 
Depreciation on Office Furniture . . • • 

Other Expenditure-
"Australian Dried Fruits New,s" • , 
Grants: Joint Publicity Committee .. 

Branch and District Council .. 
Beoklets . . . .. , • . . . . ... , ... 
Arbitration and Industry Subsidisation 
Marketing Organisation ; , 
Donations , . , . , ... , . 
Hospit>al Endowments-

Late A. F. Bell . . . . . . . . 
Late H. R. Jones , , • , , , 

Grade Fixing Expenses . . . . 
Incidentals . • • , , . .- , , , , , . . , , • . . 
Experimental Bulk Hot Dipping Plant 

, Retiring Allowance . . • . 

188 

2,321 
100 

12 
406 

48 
2,887 

286 
280 
177 
358 
244 
130 

51 
1,536 

580 
76a 

30 
181 
215 
780 

25 

20 
30 
85 
42 

2,761 

9,983 
, Surplus Revenue transferred to General Fund Account , . --

£9,983 £8,541 
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Spectatol' Publishing Co. Pty. Ltd., 134a Little Collins Street, Melbom·ne. 

$7,296 

Or. 
1960 

146 

7,100 

1,534 
1,2v3 

£9,983 


